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Abstract
The generalization bound is a crucial theoretical
tool for assessing the generalizability of learning
methods and there exist vast literatures on general-
izability of normal learning, adversarial learning,
and data poisoning. Unlike other data poison at-
tacks, the backdoor attack has the special property
that the poisoned triggers are contained in both
the training set and the test set and the purpose
of the attack is two-fold. To our knowledge, the
generalization bound for the backdoor attack has
not been established. In this paper, we fill this
gap by deriving algorithm-independent general-
ization bounds in the clean-label backdoor attack
scenario. Precisely, based on the goals of back-
door attack, we give upper bounds for the clean
sample population errors and the poison popula-
tion errors in terms of the empirical error on the
poisoned training dataset. Furthermore, based on
the theoretical result, a new clean-label backdoor
attack is proposed that computes the poisoning
trigger by combining adversarial noise and indis-
criminate poison. We show its effectiveness in a
variety of settings.

1. Introduction
The generalization bound is a key theoretical tool for assess-
ing the generalizability of a learning method. Let F̂ be the
classification result of a neural network F . Then the main
purpose of a learning algorithm is to minimize the popu-
lation error on the data distribution DS , i.e. E(F ,DS) =

E(x,y)∼DS
[1(F̂(x) ̸= y)]. On the other hand, the train-
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ing procedure can only minimize the empirical error on
a given finite training set Dtr i.i.d. sampled from DS , i.e.
E(x,y)∈Dtr

[1(F̂(x) ̸= y)] = 1
|Dtr|

∑
(x,y)∈Dtr

1(F̂(x) ̸=
y). A theoretical way to ensure generalizability is to control
the generalization gap between population error and empir-
ical error, and an upper bound of such a gap is called the
generalization bound. The learning algorithm has general-
izability if the generalization bound approaches zero when
the size of the training set is sufficiently large.

Classic generalization bounds were given in terms of the
VC-dimension or the Rademacher complexity (Mohri et al.,
2018). Recently, algorithm-independent generalization
bounds depending on the size of the DNNs were given
(Harvey et al., 2017; Neyshabur et al., 2017; Bartlett et al.,
2019). Algorithm-dependent generalization bounds were
given in the algorithmic stability setting (Hardt et al., 2016;
Kuzborskij & Lampert, 2018; Xing et al., 2021; Xiao et al.,
2022) as well as in the optimality setting of the training algo-
rithm (Arora et al., 2019; Cao & Gu, 2019; Ji & Telgarsky,
2020), for normal training as well as adversarial training.

However, these generalization bounds are for clean training
dataset and cannot be applied to poisoned training dataset,
because poisoned datasets do not satisfy the i.i.d. condition,
which is necessary for generalizability. There exist works
in generalizability under data poisoning attack. Wang et al.
(2021) showed optimal convergence of SGD under poison
attack for depth two networks. Hanneke et al. (2022) gave
the optimal learning error for certain poison attack.

Unlike other poison attacks, the backdoor attack has the
special property that the poisoned trigger is contained both
in the training set and in the test set and its goal is two-
fold: to keep high accuracy on clean data and output given
label for data containing the trigger. As far as we know,
generalization bound under backdoor poison attack has not
yet been established. In this paper, we give generalization
bounds in the clean-label backdoor attack setting and use
the bounds to design more effective poison attacks.

Clean-label backdoor attack is an important poisoning attack
method (Turner et al., 2018; Barni et al., 2019; Saha et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2020; Doan et al., 2021a; Ning et al., 2021;
Zeng et al., 2022), where poison triggers are added to a
subset of the training set Dtr without altering their labels to
obtain the poisoned training set DP . The goal of the attack
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is two fold: the networks trained with DP maintain high
accuracy for clean data, but classify any input data with the
trigger as a targeted label lp. In this paper, we consider the
same setting as (Doan et al., 2021a;b), that is, sample-wise
poison P(x) is used not only for poison perturbations during
the training phase, but also as the trigger for attacks during
the inference phase. Based on the goal of the clean-label
backdoor attack, in this paper, we consider three questions.

Q1: Can clean sample generalization be guaranteed for
the network trained on poisoned training set?

To answer the above question, we need to bound the
population error with the empirical error on DP , that is,
E(F ,DP ) = E(x,y)∈DP

[1(F̂(x) ̸= y)]. Such a bound is
given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Informal). Let F be any neural network with
fixed depth and width, N = |Dtr|, and no more than α
percent of the samples labeled lp in Dtr are poisoned. Then
with high probability, we have

E(F ,DS) ≤ 4−2α
1−α E(F ,DP ) +O( 1√

N
).

Theorem 1.1 guarantees clean sample generalization and
answers Question Q1. It also indicates that generalizability
is affected by the poisoning ratio. The main challenge in es-
tablishing Theorem 1.1 is that data in DP are no longer i.i.d.
sampled from DS , so the classical generalization bound
cannot be used to obtain Theorem 1.1 directly.

Q2: How to ensure that the network trained on the
poisoned dataset classifies any data with the trigger as
the target label?

To answer this question, we need to bound the poison gen-
eralization error E(x,y)∼DS

[1(F̂(x + P(x)) ̸= y)] by the
empirical error on DP . If (x, lp) ∈ Dtr is poisoned to
(x + P(x), lp) ∈ DP , then minimizing empirical error on
DP will naturally cause the network to classify x + P(x)
as lp. The main challenge is that in the clean-label attack, if
(x, y) ∈ Dtr and y ̸= lp, then (x + P(x), lp) is not in DP ,
so minimizing empirical error on DP may not cause the
network to classify x+ P(x) as lp. This challenge implies
that the poison generalization error cannot be controlled by
the empirical error on DP in the general case. However, if
P(x) satisfies some conditions, we can establish the desired
bound, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Informal). If P(x) is the adversarial noise
of a network trained on clean training set Dtr, P(x) is
similar for different x, and P(x) is a shortcut, then with
high probability, the following result holds

E(x,y)∼DS
[1(F̂(x+ P(x)) ̸= lp)]

≤ Õ( 1
αE(x,y)∈DP

[LCE(F(x), y)]),

where certain small quantities are included in Õ, and LCE

is the cross-entropy loss.

We further show that the conditions of Theorem 1.2 can
be satisfied and the poison generalization error approaches
zero when the empirical error on DP is small and |Dtr| is
large, which establishes the generalizability for the attack
and answers Question Q2 (see Section 4.3).

Q3: The backdoor attack algorithm guided by the gen-
eralization bound.

Theorem 1.1 shows how the poisoning ratio affects the ac-
curacy of clean samples, and we do not have special require-
ments for the trigger itself. Theorem 1.2 indicates that if the
trigger satisfies certain conditions, the poison generaliza-
tion error can be controlled. Motivated by the conditions in
Theorem 1.2, we propose a new clean-label backdoor attack
which has certain theoretical guarantee. By (Yu et al., 2022),
the indiscriminate poison can be considered as shortcuts, so
according to the conditions in Theorem 1.2, we use a certain
combination of adversarial noise and indiscriminate poison
as a trigger, and then we experimentally demonstrate that
our backdoor attack is effective in a variety of settings.

2. Related Work
Generalization bound. Generalization bound is the central
issue of learning theory and has been studied extensively
(Valle-Pérez & A. Louis, 2022).

The algorithm-independent generalization bounds usually
depend on the VC-dimension or the Rademacher complexity
(Mohri et al., 2018). In (Harvey et al., 2017; Bartlett et al.,
2019), generalization bounds for DNNs were given in terms
of width, depth, and number of parameters. In (Neyshabur
et al., 2017; Barron & Klusowski, 2018; Dziugaite & Roy,
2017; Bartlett et al., 2017; Valle-Pérez & A. Louis, 2022),
upper bounds of the generalization error under various cases
were given. In (Wei & Ma, 2019; Arora et al., 2018), some
tighter generalization bound of networks was given based on
Radermacher complexity. Long & Sedghi (2019) gave the
generalization bound of CNN, Vardi et al. (2022) gives the
sample complexity of small networks, Brutzkus & Glober-
son (2021) studied the generalization bound of maxpooling
networks.

Algorithm-dependent generalization bounds were estab-
lished in the algorithmic stability setting in (Wang & Ma,
2022; Kuzborskij & Lampert, 2018; Farnia & Ozdaglar,
2021; Xing et al., 2021; Xiao et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2024)
both for the normal training and for the adversarial training.
(Farnia & Ozdaglar, 2021; Xing et al., 2021; Xiao et al.,
2022). Li et al. (2023) studied the generalization bound of
transformer. In (Arora et al., 2019; Cao & Gu, 2019; Ji &
Telgarsky, 2020), the training and generalization of DNNs
in the over-parameterized regime were studied.

For generalization under data poisoning, Wang et al. (2021)
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analyzed the convergence of SGD under poison attacks for
two-layer neural networks, and Hanneke et al. (2022) gave
the optimal learning error under poison attack when there is
only one target sample. In (Bennouna & Van Parys, 2022;
Bennouna et al., 2023), generalization bounds were used to
design new robust algorithms under the data poisoning.

Our result is different from these works and cannot be de-
rived from them. First, our bounds are for general networks
and algorithm-independent. Second, the backdoor attack
has the special property that the trigger occurs in both the
training phase and the inference phase. Third, the purpose
of the attack is two-fold, whereas other poisoning attacks
have a single goal.

Backdoor attacks and defenses. In general, backdoor
attacks alter the training data to introduce a trigger that in-
duces model vulnerability (Chen et al., 2017; Zhong et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020; 2021; Doan et al., 2021a), where the
labels can changed. Highly relevant to our work is a sub-
set of backdoor attacks called clean-label backdoor attacks
(Turner et al., 2018; Barni et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020;
Saha et al., 2020; Ning et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2022; Souri
et al., 2022), where modifications to training data cannot
alter the label. The real-world attack was considered (Chen
et al., 2017; Bagdasaryan & Shmatikov, 2021). Backdoor
detection methods (Huang et al., 2019; Kolouri et al., 2020;
Hayase et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2021b) and backdoor miti-
gation methods were proposed to defend against backdoor
attacks in (Liu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Zeng et al.,
2021a). Most existing backdoor attacks are mainly based
on empirical heuristics, while our attack is based on gener-
alization bounds and has certain theoretical guarantees.

3. Notation
3.1. Basic Notation

Let the data satisfy a distribution DS over S × [m], where
S ⊂ [0, 1]n is a set of image data and [m] = {1, . . . ,m}
is the label set. Let Dtr = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 be the training set
with N samples that are i.i.d. sampled from DS . Let F :
S → Rm be a neural network with Relu as the activation
function and Softmax added to the output layer. So, we
have F : S → [0, 1]m. For any network F , let F̂(x) =
argmaxm

l=1Fl(x) be the classification result of F , where
Fl(x) is the l-th component of F(x). Let HW,D be the set
of neural networks with width W and depth D. For a given
network F , define hF (x, y) = Fy(x) ∈ S × [m] → [0, 1].
Let HW,D,1 = {hF (x, y) ∥F ∈ HW,D}.

Let RadD
k (H) be the Rademacher complexity of hypothesis

space H under distribution D with k samples, that is:

RadD
k (H) = Exi∼D,i∈[k][Eσ[sup

h∈H

∑k
i=1 σih(xi)

k
]],

where σ = (σi)
k
i=1 is a set of random variables such that

P(σi = 1) = P(σi = −1) = 0.5.

3.2. Backdoor Attack

In a clean-label backdoor attack, let P(x) : Rn → Rn be
the trigger of the sample x, lp be the target label, α be the
poisoning rate of the target label. The exact procedure for
poisoning is as follows.

Create a clean label poisoned training set DP . Firstly,
randomly select α percent of the samples labeled lp in
Dtr to form a dataset Dsub; then let Dpoi = {(x +
P(x), lp) ∥ (x, lp) ∈ Dsub} be the set of poisoned samples
and Dclean = Dtr\Dsub be the set of clean samples; finally,
let DP = Dclean ∪ Dpoi be the poisoned training set.

Let Dlp
S be the distribution of the samples with label lp, that

is, for any set A

P
(x,y)∼Dlp

S

((x, y) ∈ A) = P(x,y)∼DS
((x, y) ∈ A|y = lp).

The goal of clean-label backdoor attack. Let F be a
network trained on the poisoned training set DP . The goal
of clean-label backdoor attack is two fold:

(1) F should ensure high accuracy on clean samples, that is,
minimize the clean population error

E(F ,DS) = E(x,y)∼DS
[1(F̂(x) ̸= y)].

(2) For any clean sample x, F should classify x+P(x) into
label lp, that is, minimize the poison population error

EP (F ,DS) = E(x,y)∼DS
[1(F̂(x+ P(x))) ̸= lp)].

To achieve the goals of the clean-label backdoor attack, we
need to give upper bounds for the clean population error and
the poison population error in terms of the empirical risk or
the empirical error over the poisoned training set:

R(F ,DP ) = E(x,y)∈DP
[LCE(F(x), y)]

E(F ,DP ) = E(x,y)∈DP
[1(F̂(x) ̸= y)].

4. Generalization Bounds under Poison
In this section, we derive generalization bounds under clean-
label backdoor attack.

4.1. Clean Generalization Error Bound

In this subsection, we give an upper bound of the clean
population error based on the empirical error on DP , which
implies Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 4.1. Let N = |Dtr|. Then for any δ > 0, with
probability at least 1− δ −O( 1

N ), the following inequality
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holds for any F(x) ∈ HW,D

E(F ,DS) ≤ 4−2α
1−α E(F ,DP )

+O(
√

mW 2D2

N(1−α)2 +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−α) ).

(1)

Proof idea. In the backdoor attack, only a portion of the
data is poisoned, so we can select a subset from the training
set DP , whose elements are i.i.d. sampled from distribution
DS . Then use the classical generalization bound in Theorem
A.1 to estimate the generalization bound under this subset.
The proof and a generalized form of Theorem 4.1 is given
in the Appendix A.

The generalization bound (1) implies that for fixed α,W,D,
when N is large enough, the attack has generalizability in
the sense that a small empirical error on Dp leads to a small
population error. From (1), we also see that the poison ratio
α affects the population error: a smaller α leads to a lower
population error, as expected.
Remark 4.2. Generalization bounds are usually given as
upper bounds for the generalization gap: E(F ,DS) −
E(F ,Dtr). The generalization bound (1) cannot be written
in this form, but it can be used to establish generalizability
as just explained above.
Remark 4.3. The population error in (1) also depends on
P(x) implicitly, because the empirical error is affected by
P(x). We will show that certain P(x) can result in a large
poison empirical error in Appendix B.
Remark 4.4. In Appendix C, we show that O( 1√

N
) is the

optimal bound for the generalization gap between the pop-
ulation error and the empirical error if there is no special
restriction on the distribution and hypothesis space.

4.2. Poison Generalization Error Bound

In this subsection, we give an upper bound of the poison
population error in terms of the empirical error over the
poisoned training set, which implies Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 4.5. Let N = |Dtr|. For any F(x),G(x) ∈
HW,D, if trigger P(x) meets the following three conditions
for some ϵ > 0, τ > 0, λ ≥ 1:
(c1): E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[Gy(x+ P(x))] ≤ ϵ,

(c2): P(x,y)∼DS (P(x) ∈ A|y ̸= lp) ≤ λ P(x,y)∼DS

(P(x) ∈ A|y = lp) for any set A,
(c3): Ex∼DS [|(F−G)lP (P(x))−(F−G)lp(x+P(x))|] ≤
τ , where (F − G)lP (x) = FlP (x)− Glp(x),
then with probability at least 1−δ−O(1/N), the following
inequality holds for F:

EP (F ,DS) ≤ λO( 1
α (E(x,y)∈DP

[LCE(F(x), y)]

+RadD
lp
S

N (HW,D,1)) +
√

ln(1/δ)
Nα + ϵ+ τ + λ−1

λ ).
(2)

Proof idea. First, estimate EDlp
S
[Fy(x + P(x))] by the

empirical error, which is similar to Theorem 4.1. Second,

estimate EDS
[Flp(P(x))] by EDlp

S
[Fy(x+ P(x))] and use

the following method: EDlp
S
[Fy(x + P(x))]

use (c1),(c3)−−−−−−−−→

EDlp
S
[Flp(P(x))]

use (c2)−−−−−→ EDS
[Flp(P(x))]. Finally, use

(c3) to estimate EP (F ,DS) by EDS
[Flp(P(x))]. An intu-

itive explanation of the proof is given in Appendix A.1. The
proof and a generalized form of Theorem 4.5 are given in
Appendix D.
Remark 4.6. It is clear that making the poison generalization
error small by just adding the trigger to a small percentage
of training data can only be valid under certain conditions. A
key contribution of this paper is to find conditions (c1), (c2),
(c3) in Theorem 4.5. In the next subsection, we will explain
these conditions and show that it is possible to establish
generalizability of the poisoning attack with Theorem 4.5.

Remark 4.7. RadDlp
S

N (HW,D,1) in inequality (2) is not easy
to calculate in terms of W,D,N , but we can demonstrate
that if N is sufficiently large, this value will approach to 0
in most cases, as shown in Appendix D.3.
Remark 4.8. Please note that the right-hand side of inequal-
ity (2) is the empirical risk R(F ,DP ) but not the empirical
error E(F ,DP ). This is due to some scaling techniques
used in the proof, which is reasonable. In order to achieve
“victim network classifies x+ P(x) as class lp”, the victim
network must learn the poisoned data DP very well, just
classifying the poison data correct is not enough.

4.3. Explaining the Conditions in Theorem 4.5

In order to make the bound 2 small, the value of ϵ and τ
need to be small and λ need to close to 1. In this section,
we show that how these values in the conditions (c1) to (c3)
could be small.

How ϵ could be small? By condition (c1), since Gy(x)
represents the probability that the network G classifies x as
y, to make ϵ small, we only need to take the trigger P(x)
as adversarial noise of the network G trained on the clean
dataset. In other words, if P(x) is adversary of x of a
network trained on clean data, then ϵ is small.

How λ could close to 1? By condition (c2), the upper bound
is proportional to λ, so we hope to have a small λ. When
P(x) is the same for all x, we have λ = 1. So, to make λ
close to 1, P(x) need to be similar to x with different labels.

How τ could be small? Condition (c3) is not intuitive.
In the rest of this section, we give a condition for τ to be
small. We give a simplified version of the proposition and
definition for easier reading. For a formal description, please
refer to the Appendix E.1.

Intuitive speaking, if F is a network trained on DP , then the
meaning of (c3) is that the backdoor part (i.e. F − G) gives
the similar outputs for P(x) and x + P(x). This is simi-
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lar to some conclusions in the indiscriminate poison(Zhu
et al., 2023b; Huang et al., 2021), and by(Yu et al., 2022),
indiscriminate poison can be considered as shortcut. These
encourage the trigger to be shortcut. We will show that,
under some assumptions, making P(x) to be shortcut can
ensure condition (c3). First, we define the shortcut.

Definition 4.9 (Binary shortcut, Informal). P(x) is called
a shortcut of the binary linear inseparable classification
dataset D = {(xi, 1)}N1

i=1 ∪ {(x̂i, 0)}N0
i=1, if DP =

{(xi, 1)}N1
i=1 ∪ {(x̂i + P(x̂i), 0)}N0

i=1 is linear separable.

Definition 4.9 means that shortcut is a poison which makes
the poisoned dataset to be linear separable. Finally, we will
show that, when P(x) is a suitable shortcut, there exists an
upper bound for Ex∼DS [|(F−G)lp(P(x))−(F−G)lp(x+
P(x))|], which implies that (c3) in Theorem 4.5 can be
satisfied with a small τ .

Proposition 4.10 (Informal. The exact form and proof are
given in Appendix E). Following Theorem 4.5 and let D′

P =
{(x, 0)|(x, y) ∈ Dtr \ Dclean} ∪ {(x, 1)|(x, y) ∈ Dclean}.
Under certain mild conditions, if P(x) is the shortcut of the
dataset D′

P and N is big enough, then with high probability,
for some F ∈ HW,D satisfying Fy(x) > 1−ϵ for ∀(x, y) ∈
DP and G ∈ HW,D satisfying Gy(x) > 1− ϵ for ∀(x, y) ∈
Dtr, we have Ex∼DS [|(F − G)lp(P(x)) − (F − G)lp(x +

P(x))|] ≤ Õ(ϵ).

So, let P(x) be shortcut of D′
p, then, by Proposition 4.10,

if F ∈ HW,D fits DP well and G ∈ HW,D fits Dtr well, or
empirically, F(G) is well trained on dataset DP (Dtr), then
condition (c3) holds for a small τ .
Remark 4.11. For condition (c3) in Theorem 4.5, we need
to clarify that although F ≈ G implies (c3) for a small τ ,
but τ is small does not equivalent to F ≈ G. Moreover,
using F ≈ G instead of (c3) can also make Theorem 4.5
valid because it can derive (c3). But this is not a good idea,
because F ≈ G makes F satisfying (c1), and then F(x +

p(x)) always does not output label lp when x ∼ D
lp
S . So for

the poisoned data in the poisoning dataset, F cannot output
the correct labels, leading to a larger empirical error on the
right-hand side of equation (2), and consequently leads to
a big poison generalization error upper bound. Obviously,
what we need is a small poison generalization error upper
bound but not a big one, so we cannot only consider F ≈ G.

5. Method
In this section, we will propose a new clean-label poison
attack based on Theorems 4.1 and 4.5. There exists no
requirement for the trigger P(x) in Theorem 4.1, so we
only need to make the trigger approximately satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 4.5. Our method thus has certain
theoretical guarantee.

From Section 4.3, in order to satisfy the three conditions
in Theorem 4.5, P(x) need to be (1) adversarial noises for
the clean-trained network, (2) shortcut for a specifically
designed binary dataset, (3) similar for different samples.

Remark 5.1. The effectiveness of adversarial and shortcut
in creating backdoor has already been demonstrated em-
pirically in previous work. On the other hand, our theory
provides a more informed approach to using these methods.

Based on the above three requirements just mentioned, we
design the trigger as follows:

(M1): Obtain adversarial disturbance: For any given clean
sample x, use PGD on the network trained on Dtr to find
adversarial noise xadv of x.

(M2): Obtain shortcut disturbance: For any given clean
sample x, use min-min method (Huang et al., 2021) under
the clean training set to find the shortcut xscut of x. In (Zhu
et al., 2023b) it has been shown that the shortcuts created
by the min-min method are indeed similar for different x,
thus satisfying condition (c2) automatically.

(M3): The trigger of x is designed to be P(x) = Uxadv +
(1 − U)xscut, where U ∈ {0, 1}n is a mask. We combine
such two disturbances in this way because: (1) make the
trigger both adversarial and shortcut; (2) make the triggers
have a certain degree of similarity for different x, using the
fact that the part of (1 − U)xscut in trigger is similar for
different x. It is worth mentioning that making xadv similar
for different x is difficult, so creating a trigger by λxadv +
(1− λ)xscut will not be effective to ensuring similarity.

The mask U in (M3) is constructed as follows. The upper
left corner is 0 and the other part is 1. On the basis of expe-
rience, it is necessary to disturb the key parts of the image
to create adversarial samples, so we use a large portion to
create adversaries. But the cost of the shortcut is relatively
low, so we just use a small place to create the shortcut.

Algorithm 1 provides detailed steps for creating the trigger,
where · is element-wise product.

In Algorithm 1, F1 is used to create adversarial disturbance
and F2 is used to create shortcuts. When we complete step
S3 in the algorithm, we will save F1 and F2, and for any
sample (x, y), we directly generate P(x) using S4. Some
poisons obtained using Algorithm 1 are shown in Figure 1.

6. Experiments
In this section, we empirically validate the proposed back-
door attack on benchmark datasets CIFAR10, CIFAR100
(Krizhevsky et al., 2009), SVHN and TinyImageNet(Le &
Yang, 2015), and against popular defenses. We also conduct
ablation experiments to verify our main Theorems 4.1 and
4.5. All experiments are repeated for 3 times and report the
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Algorithm 1 Method of Creating the Trigger:
Input:

An initialized network F1 : Rn → Rm;
An initialized network F2 : Rn → R2;
A clean dataset T = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 ⊂ [0, 1]n × [m];
A mask vector U ∈ {0, 1}n;
The poison budget η;
Victim dataset {(xv

i , y
v
i )}Vi=1.

Output:
Trigger {P(xv

i )}Vi=1 for all victim data {(xv
i , y

v
i )}.

S1 Use T to train the network F1.
S2 Let T1 = {}, for each (x, y) ∈ T :

let xadv = x+ U · argmax||ε||≤ηL(F1(x+ ε), y)
add (xadv, 0) and (x, 1) to T1.

S3 Use T1 to train the network F2 as follows:

min
F2

∑
(x,y)∈T1

L(F2(x+ ε(x, y)), y)

where ε(x, y) = 1(y = 0) · (1 − U) · argmin
||ε||≤η

L(F2(x +

(1− U) · ε), y).
S4 For any victim data (xv

i , y
v
i ), we calculate P(xv

i ) as
following:
xv
a = xv

i + U · argmax||ε||≤ηL(F1(x
v
i + ε), yvi );

P(xv
i ) = (xv

a − xv
i )+

(1− U) · argmin
||ε||≤η

L(F2(x
v
a + ε · (1− U)), 0).

Output: Trigger {P(xv
i )}Vi=1.

average values. Furthermore, we make our attacks invisible
by limiting the L∞ norm of trigger. Details about the ex-
periment setting can be found in Appendix F.1. Code is in
https://github.com/hong-xian/backdoor-attack.git.

6.1. Baseline Evaluation

In this subsection, we study the effectiveness of our back-
door attack. For backdoor attacks, the goal is to misclassify
the samples with trigger into a specified target class lp. Un-
less said otherwise, we set the target label lp as 0 in this
paper. In addition to evaluating the test accuracy and attack
success rate (ASR), we also measure the accuracy of the
target class lp to analyze the impact of the attack on the
target label.

Table 1 shows the result on CIFAR-10 when perturbing
1% of training images, with each perturbation restricted
to a radius l∞-norm 16/255. We observe that the ASR
exceeds 90%, while the poison has negligible impact on
both the test accuracy and the target class accuracy. In Table
2, we observe that the proposed attack remains remarkably
effective even when the poison budget is very small. More
experiments on different poison budgets and norm bounds

Figure 1. From top row to bottom row are respectively the clean
images, normalized triggers (original trigger has L∞ norm bound
16/255), poison images. Due to the selection of U , the upper left
corners of the poison images are similar, while the other parts are
used to generate adversaries.

can be found in Table 8. About transferability of attack
and whether the victim network has learned the feature of
trigger, please refer to the Appendix F.5.

Table 1. Baseline evaluations on CIFAR-10. Perturbations have
l∞-norm bounded above by 16/255, and poison budget is 1% of
training images. Res means ResNet18, VGG means VGG16, WR
means WRN34-10.

Model Res VGG WR

Clean model acc (%) 93 92 94
Poisoned model acc(%) 91 91 92
Clean model lp acc(%) 94 92 95

Poisoned model lp acc(%) 93 91 93
Attack Success Rate(%) 93 91 90

Table 2. The effect of poison budget on CIFAR-10 with ResNet18.
Perturbations have l∞-norm bounded above by 16/255.

Poison Budget 0.6% 1% 2%

Clean model acc (%) 93 93 93
Poisoned model acc(%) 93 91 93
Clean model lp acc(%) 94 94 94

Poisoned model lp acc(%) 93 93 92
Attack Success Rate(%) 86 93 94

Attack performance during the training process: To
further validate the efficacy of our attack, we monitor the
evolution of the overall clean model accuracy, the poisoned
model accuracy, and the attack success rate throughout the
training process, as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, we
observe that the overall clean model accuracy and poisoned
model accuracy remain very close. The attack success rate
reaches a relatively high level from the very beginning and
gradually converges to remain stable over time. This shows
that our attack method is effective under the premise of
maintaining the accuracy of the model.

Any target label: Note that the success of backdoor attacks
also depends on the choice of target classes, to demonstrate
the general efficacy of our attack for any target label lp, we
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change lp from 0 to 9, the result is shown in Figure 3. The
results are quite uniform.

6.2. Evaluation on More Datasets

We perform experiments on SVHN, CIFAR-100 and Tiny-
ImageNet. Table 3 summarizes the performance of our
attack on different datasets, where the attacks are tested
on ResNet18 for SVHN and CIFAR-100, and WRN34-10
for TinyImageNet. Each attacker can only perturb 0.8%
of the training images for TinyImageNet and CIFAR-100
and 2% of the training images for SVHN, all perturbations
are restricted to an l∞ norm 16/255, and the target label
is lp = 0. Additional experiments on different poison bud-
gets and l∞-norm bounds are presented in Table 9 in the
appendix.

Table 3. Evaluations on more datasets. Perturbations have l∞-
norm bounded by 16/255, and poison budget is 0.8% for TinyIm-
ageNet and CIFAR-100 and 2% for SVHN.

Datasets Clean acc Poison acc ASR

SVHN (%) 93 92 79
CIFAR-100 (%) 76 72 92

TinyImageNet(%) 62 60 82

6.3. Compare with Other Attacks

There are several existing clean-label hidden-trigger back-
door attacks that claim success in some settings. We con-
sider the following seven attack methods.

Clean Label: Turner et al. (2018) pioneered clean label
attacks. They first utilized adversarial perturbations or gen-
erative models to initially alter target class images and then
performed standard invisible attacks.

Reflection: Liu et al. (2020) proposed adopting reflection
as the trigger for stealthiness.

Hidden Trigger: Saha et al. (2020) proposed to inject the
information of a poisoned sample generated by a previous
visible attack into an image of the target class by minimizing
its distance in the feature space.

Invisible Poison Ning et al. (2021) converted a regular trig-
ger to a noised trigger to achieve stealthiness, but remains
effective in the feature space for poison training data.

Image-specific: Luo et al. (2022) used an autoencoder to
generate image-specific triggers that can promote the im-
plantation and activation phases of the backdoor.

Narcissus: Zeng et al. (2022) solved the following optimiza-
tion to obtain the trigger P : argminP

∑
L(fsur(x+P, lp),

where fsur is the surrogate network.

Sleeper Agent: Souri et al. (2022) proposed a backdoor
attack by approximately solving the bilevel formulation with
the Gradient Matching method (Geiping et al., 2020).

To further validate the efficacy of our attack, we compare
our method with other clean label attack methods under the
same settings. Specifically, we limit the L∞ norm trigger
no more than 16/255 on both the training set and the test set.
It should be noted that, in some attack methods, the trigger
budget in their original settings may exceed 16/255, so we
also compare under each respective settings. The results are
given in Table 4. More results and some details are provided
in Appendix F.3.

Table 4. Attack success rate on CIFAR-10 with ResNet18. Com-
parison of our method to popular clean-label attacks, poison budget
is 1%. The first column is the attack under L∞ limitation 16/255,
the second column is under each respective settings.

Attacks 16/255 Each setting

Clean-Label 23% 96%
Hidden-Trigger 75% 95%

Reflection 54% 90%
Invisible Poison 73% 98%
Image-specific 70% 70%

Narcissus 50% 92%
Sleeper-Agent 61% 71%

Ours 93% 93%

From Table 4, we find that our attack significantly outper-
forms all other methods under the 16/255 limitation. More-
over, our method has two key advantages: (1) Our method
does not require additional steps. Sleeper Agent and Hidden-
Trigger need a pre-existing patch and Reflection requires
a fitting image; Narcissus needs to magnify the trigger in
the reference phase. (2) Our method does not require large
networks during poison generation, whereas Invisible Poi-
son and Image-specific utilize large generative models to
achieve optimal performance, and Narcissus requires a net-
work trained on a different dataset. See Tables 10 and 11 in
the appendix for more results.

Under each respective setting, all results were good, but
many of them no longer meet the 16/255 limitation. Fur-
thermore, some of them need a patch in the trigger like
Clean-label and Sleeper-Agent, and some of them need a
larger disturbance like Reflection and Narcissus.

6.4. Defenses

Many backdoor defenses have been proposed to mitigate
the effects of backdoor attacks. We test our attack and the
attack methods mentioned in section 6.3 against some major
popular defenses. We evaluate six types of defenses:

(1) AT: adversarial training with radius 8/255 (Madry et al.,

7
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Figure 2. Attack performance during the training process on CIFAR10 with ResNet18 and VGG16. This figure shows the trend of the
poison model accuracy (A), attack success rate (ASR) and clean model accuracy (Ac).

Figure 3. Performance of different target label lp. We show the
poison model accuracy (A), accuracy of target label (At), attack
success rate (Ap) on CIFAR-10, using VGG16 and ResNet18.

2017);

(2): Data Augmentation: (Borgnia et al., 2021);

(3) Scale-up: contrastive learning (Guo et al., 2023);

(4) DPSGD: differentially private SGD (Hong et al., 2020);

(5) Frequency Filter: remove high-frequency parts of images
(Zeng et al., 2021b);

(6): Fine-Tuning: (Zhu et al., 2023a).

The defense results are given in Table 5. We can see that
ASR has basically decreased to around 10%, which is the
lowest level because 10% of the samples themselves have
the label 0. This is because we have imposed many restric-
tions on backdoor attacks, as said in Section F.1; and also
because our theory and construction of trigger are mainly
based on clean training, so our method appears somewhat
fragile under defense; in fact, all attack methods mentioned
in Section 6.3 appear fragile under defense methods, as
shown in Table 5.

On the other hand, we find that there exists a robustness-
accuracy trade-off across many of these defenses. Although

these defense methods do degrade the attack success rate,
they also cause the accuracy of the model test to decrease.
For defense methods Scale-Up, this method is not stable
and sometimes detects clean samples as poison samples;
for fine-tuning, because a clean training set was used, this
defense method has a very outstanding effect.

Furthermore, we point out that if we incorporate these de-
fense methods into our attack generation to produce corre-
sponding enhanced attacks, we can effectively withstand
these defenses. For defense methods (1), (2), (4) and (5),
we enhance our attack, details are shown in Appendix F.4,
and get the better result.

6.5. Verify Theorem 4.5

In this section, we verify Theorem 4.5. In Appendix F.7, we
verify Theorem 4.1.

We verify Theorem 4.5 by showing that any trigger P(x)
that makes the ϵ, τ, λ in conditions (c1), (c2), (c3) of
Theorem 4.5 small can achieve a high attack success
rate.

To validate our conclusions, we evaluate the following poi-
soning function P(x), refer to Appendix F.6 for more de-
tails:

RN: Random noises with L∞ bound and L0 norm bound;

UA: Universal adversarial perturbations (Moosavi-Dezfooli
et al., 2017);

Adv: Adversarial perturbations (Szegedy et al., 2013);

SCut: shortcut noise(Huang et al., 2021);

Ours: Perturbations generated by Algorithm 1.

We consider two indicators to evaluate the performance of
poison on conditions (c1) and (c3) in Theorem 4.5:

• Use the validation loss on poisoned data to measure
condition (c1): Vadv = E(x,y)∼DL(F(x+ P(x)), y),

8
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Table 5. Defenses: The attack success rate(%) and poison model accuracy(%, in bracket) on CIFAR-10 with ResNet18 of our attack and
other attacks against various defense methods. Poison ratio is 1% and perturbation have l∞-norm bound 16/255, target label lp = 0.

AT Data Augmentaion Scale-Up DPSGD Frequency Filter Fine-Tuning
Clean Label(%) 13(83) 17(89) 9(77) 12(78) 12(86) 11(89)
Invisible Poison(%) 11(84) 30(91) 18(80) 18(76) 20(88) 12(90)
Hidden Trigger(%) 14(83) 25(90) 31(81) 14(75) 20(87) 10(88)
Narcissu(%) 13(83) 23(90) 11(83) 15(76) 16(86) 10(89)
Image-specific(%) 10(84) 28(89) 22(79) 14(77) 22(87) 12(87)
Reflection(%) 13(85) 20(89) 16(82) 13(76) 37(85) 13(85)
Sleeper-Agent 14(83) 27(87) 27(79) 15(75) 27(84) 11(89)
Ours(%) 15(83) 40(91) 32(80) 12(77) 28(88) 13(89)
Ours-stronger(%) 34(84) 66(90) – 52(80) 62(88) –

where F is ResNet18 trained on the clean dataset.

• Use the binary classification loss to measure
condition (c3) by Proposition 4.10: Vsc =
minF E(x,y)∼D[L(F(x + P(x), 0)) + L(F(x), 1)],
where F is a two-layer network.

About condition (c2) in Theorem 4.5: for RN and UA, the
poison perturbation is the same for every sample; for SCut
and Ours, the perturbations for different samples are similar
(or at least parts of the perturbation are similar).

Table 6 shows the results. We can see that RN, UA, SCut
with a large budget can achieve good attack performance
because they satisfy conditions (c1), (c2), (c3) in Theorem
4.5 to certain degree, which validates the effectiveness of
conditions in Theorem 4.5. Moreover, each of Vadv and Vsc

is not satisfied, because adversaries alone yield excessively
large Vsc since adversarial perturbations do not form short-
cuts. Shortcuts alone produce an undesirably small Vadv

since the shortcuts do not become adversaries. However, by
combining Adv and SCut via our algorithm, we achieve a
significantly improved outcome.

On the other hand, please note Adv attack under the 32/255
budget. Although the Adv attack’s similarity between differ-
ent samples is poor, but its Vadv and Vsc is not bad, and its
ASR is about 80%, this indicating that even if the similarity
is not good enough, but the other two indicators are good,
the attack can still be achieved. Therefore, in order to pre-
vent the trigger from being detected due to being too similar,
we can achieve attack effectiveness by reducing similarity
and improving other two metrics.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we give generalization bounds for the clean-
label backdoor attack. Precisely, we provide upper bounds
for the clean and poison population error based on empirical
error on the poisoned training set and some other quantities.
These bounds give the theoretical foundation for the clean-

Table 6. Values of Vadv and Vsc; poison model accuracy (Acc);
attack success rate (ASR) on CIFAR-10 test set with ResNet18.
Poison budget is 1%. If not specified, the norm is L∞.

Poison Type Vadv(↑) Vsc(↓) ASR(↑) Acc
RN (16/255) 2.40 0.014 12% 91%
RN (L0, 200) 3.87 0.004 59% 92%
UA (16/255) 2.92 0.002 51% 91%
Adv (16/255) 8.92 1.27 22% 92%
SCut (16/255) 1.19 10−4 30% 91%
Ours (16/255) 6.53 0.001 93% 91%
RN (32/255) 6.28 10−4 99% 91%
RN (L0, 300) 6.33 0.003 94% 91%
UA (32/255) 15.45 10−4 92% 92%
Adv (32/255) 16.38 0.35 80% 92%
SCut (32/255) 4.22 10−5 93% 90%
Ours (32/255) 14.65 10−4 99% 92%

label backdoor attack in that the goal of the attack can be
achieved under certain reasonable conditions. The main
technical difficulties in establishing these bounds include
how to treat the non-i.i.d. poisoned dataset and the fact that
the triggers are both in the training and testing phases.

Based on these theoretical results, we propose a novel attack
method that uses a combination of adversarial noise and
indiscriminate poison as the trigger. Moreover, extensive
experiments show that our attack can guarantee that the
accuracy of the poisoned model on clean data and the attack
success rate are high.

Limitations and Future Work. The conditions of Theorem
4.5 are quite complicated, and it is desirable to give simpler
conditions for the poisoned population error bound in Theo-
rem 4.5. The current generalization bounds do not involve
the training process, and algorithmic-dependent generaliza-
tion bounds, such as stability analysis (Hardt et al., 2016),
should be further analyzed for backdoor attacks.
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Impact Statement
A theoretical basis for backdoor attacks is given. One po-
tential negative social impact of this work is that malicious
opponents may use these methods to generate new types
of backdoor poisons. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
more powerful models to resist backdoor attacks, which is
left for future work.
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A. Proof of Theorem 4.1
A.1. Prelinimaries

We first give some notation that will be used in all the proofs.

Subdistribution D ̸=lp
S . Let D ̸=lp

S be the distribution of samples whose label is not lp, that is,

P
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

((x, y) ∈ A) = P(x,y)∼DS
((x, y) ∈ A|y ̸= lp)

for any set A.

Probability of samples to have label yp. For a fixed p, let

P(x,y)∼DS
(y = lp) = η and 0 < η < 1. (3)

General Hypothesis Space. In some theorems, we will consider the more general hypothesis space

H = {h(x, y) : S × [m] → [0, 1]}.

H contains the commonly used hypothesis space {L(F(x), y) : S × [m] → [0, 1]}, where F is the network and L is the
loss function.

We give a classic generalization bound below, which will be used in the proof.
Theorem A.1 (P.217 of (Mohri et al., 2018), Informal). Let the training set Dtr be i.i.d. sampled from the data distribution
DS and N = |Dtr|. For the hypothesis space H = {L(F(x), y) : Rn × [m] → [0, 1]} and δ ∈ R+, with probability at least
1− δ, for any L(F(x), y) ∈ H, we have

E(x,y)∼DS
[L(F(x), y)] ≤ E(x,y)∈Dtr

[L(F(x), y)] + 2RadDS

N (H) +
√

ln(1/δ)
2N

(4)

We prove Theorem 4.1 in three steps given in Sections A.2, A.3, and A.4, respectively.

A.2. Proof of Theorem A.2

We first prove the following theorem, which gives a generalization bound for a more general hypothesis space.

Theorem A.2. Let DS , DP , Dlp
S , α be defined in Section 3 and D ̸=lp

S be defined in Section A.1. Then for any hypothesis
space H = {h(x, y) : S × [m] → [0, 1]}, with probability at least 1 − δ − 4η

4η+(1−η)N − 4(1−η)
ηN+4(1−η) , for any h ∈ H , it

holds

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x, y)] ≤ 4−2α

1−α E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x, y)] + 4RadD ̸=lp

S

N (H) + 4
1−αRadDlp

S

N (H) + 2
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−α) . (5)

As mentioned previously, the samples in DP do not satisfy “i.i.d. sampled from DS”, and we will find a subset of DS ,
whose samples are i.i.d. sampled from DS . The core of the proof of theorem A.2 is the following two lemmas, which show
how to select such a subset.
Lemma A.3. Use notations in Theorem A.2. Let X be the random variable of the number of samples with label ̸= lp in DP .
Let k be a given number in {1, 2, . . . , Nη}. If X ≥ k, we randomly select k samples without label lp in DP and let Dl be
the set of these samples; otherwise, let Dl be the set of all samples without label lp in DP . Let Dl satisfy the distribution

DS0 . Then we have Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X ≥ k) = P(XD ̸=lp

S

k ∈ A) for any set A, where X
D ̸=lp

S

k means i.i.d. sampling k data

from distribution D ̸=lp
S .

Proof. By the Bayesian formula, we have

Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X ≥ k)

= Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A,X ≥ k)/Px∼DS0

(X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A,X = i)/Px∼DS0

(X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i)P(X = i)/Px∼DS0

(X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i)P(X = i|X ≥ k).

(6)
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We will show that Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i) = P(XD ̸=lp

S

k ∈ A) for any i ≥ k, and hence the lemma.

Since the poison does not change labels, X is also the number of samples without label lp in Dtr. Then for any i ≥ k, when
X = i, we will traverse all possible selection methods for Dl to calculate Px∼DS0

(x ∈ A|X = i).

Note that the N samples in Dtr are i.i.d samples from DS . We will consider the order of these samples. Let (xj , yj) ∈ Dtr

be the j-th element selected from the distribution DS . If we add poison to (xj , yj), then it becomes (xj +P(xj), yj) ∈ DP ;
if we do not add poison to (xj , yj), then (xj , yj) ∈ DP .

Let Dy ̸=lp ⊂ [N ] be the set of k such (xk, yk) ∈ DP satisfying yk ̸= lp. By considering all the possible situations of Dy ̸=lp ,
we have

Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i)

= Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A,X = i)/P(X = i)

=
∑

Dy ̸=lp ,|Dy ̸=lp |=i Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A,Dy ̸=lp)/P(X = i)

=
∑

Dy ̸=lp ,|Dy ̸=lp |=i Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|Dy ̸=lp)

P(Dy ̸=lp )

P(X=i)

=
∑

Dy ̸=lp ,|Dy ̸=lp |=i Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|Dy ̸=lp)/C

i
N .

Thus, for all Dy ̸=lp satisfying |Dy ̸=lp | = i, we traverse all the possibilities of the sample index {i1, i2, . . . , ik} selected by
Dl and then have

Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|Dy ̸=lp)

=

∑
i1,i2,...,ik∈Dy ̸=lp

P((xi1
,xi2

,...,xik
)∈A)

Ck
i

= 1
Ck

i

∑
i1,i2,...,ik⊂Dy ̸=lp

P(XD ̸=lp
S

k ∈ A)

= P(XD ̸=lp
S

k ∈ A)

where xi are i.i.d. and Cb
a is the combination number of selecting b samples from a samples. We thus have:

Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i)

=

∑
Dy ̸=lp,|Dy ̸=lp

|=i
Px∼DS0

(x∈A|Dy ̸=lp )

Ci
N

=

∑
Dy ̸=lp

,|Dy ̸=lp
|=i P(X

D
̸=lp
S

k ∈A)

Ci
N

= P(XD ̸=lp
S

k ∈ A).

Finally, we have
Px∼DS0

(x ∈ A|X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k Px∼DS0
(x ∈ A|X = i)P(X = i|X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k P(X
D ̸=lp

S

k ∈ A)P(X = i|X ≥ k)

= P(XD ̸=lp
S

k ∈ A)
∑N

i=k P(X = i|X ≥ k)

= P(XD ̸=lp
S

k ∈ A).

This proves the lemma.

For samples with label lp, we have the similar conclusion.

Lemma A.4. Let X be the random variable of the number of samples with label lp in the set DP . Let k to be a given
number in {1, 2, . . . , [Nη]}. If X ≥ k, we randomly select (1− α)k samples without trigger but with label lp in DP , and
let these samples form the set Dlp ; otherwise, we select all samples without trigger but with label lp in DP , and make these

samples the set Dlp . Let Dlp obey the distribution DS1
. Then we have Px∼DS1

(x ∈ A|X ≥ k) = P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A) for any

set A, where X
Dlp

S
(1−α)k means i.i.d. sample (1− α)k samples from distribution Dlp

S .

Proof. By the Bayesian formula, we have

Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|X ≥ k) =

∑N
i=k Px∼DS1

(x ∈ A|X = i)P(X = i|X ≥ k).
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The intermediate steps are similar to equation (6) in the proof of Lemma A.3, so we omit them.

Now we prove Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|X = i) = P(XDlp

S
(1−α)k ∈ A) for any i ≥ k. Note that the N samples in Dtr are i.i.d selected

from DS . Now we will consider the order of these samples. Let (xj , yj) ∈ Dtr be the j-th element selected from the
distribution DS . If we add poison to (xj , yj), then it becomes (xj + P(xj), yj) ∈ DP ; if we do not add poison to (xj , yj),
then (xj , yj) ∈ DP .

For any i ≥ k, when X = i, there must be |Dlp | = (1 − α)k. Let Dy=lp ⊂ [N ] be the set of j such that (xj , yj) ∈ DP

satisfied yj = lp. Now we consider all the possible situation of Dy=lp :

Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|X = i)

= Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A,X = i)/P(X = i)

=
∑

Dy=lp ,|Dy=lp |=i Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A,Dy=lp)/P(X = i)

=
∑

Dy=lp ,|Dy=lp |=i Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|Dy=lp)P(Dy=lp)/P(X = i)

=
∑

Dy=lp ,|Dy=lp |=i Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|Dy=lp)/C

i
N .

(7)

Let Dpoi
y=lp

⊂ [N ] be the set of j satisfying that xj is a poisoned sample, and Dno poi
y=lp

⊂ [N ] be the set of j satisfying

(xj , yj) ∈ Dlp . It is easy to see that Dno poi
y=lp

, Dpoi
y=lp

⊂ Dy=lp . Then, for any given Dy=lp such that |Dy=lp | = i, we

traverse all possibilities of Dpoi
y=lp

and Dno poi
y=lp

to calculate Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|Dy=lp):

Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|Dy=lp)

=
∑

{ik}iα
k=1,{ij}

[Nη](1−α)
j=1

P({ij}[Nη](1−α)
j=1 ∈ A)P(Dpoi

y=lp
= {ik}iαk=1, D

no poi
y=lp

= {ij}[Nη](1−α)
j=1 |Dy=lp)

=
∑

{ik}iα
k=1,{ij}

[Nη](1−α)
j=1

P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A)P(Dpoi
y=lp

= {ik}iαk=1, D
no poi
y=lp

= {ij}[Nη](1−α)
j=1 |Dy=lp)

= P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A)
∑

{ik}iα
k=1,{ij}

[Nη](1−α)
j=1

P(Dpoi
y=lp

= {ik}iαk=1, D
no poi
y=lp

= {ij}[Nη](1−α)
j=1 |Dy=lp)

= P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A).

The xi are i.i.d. and Cb
a is the number of combinations to select b samples from a samples. Substituting it into inequality (7),

we have
Px∼DS1

(x ∈ A|X = i)
=

∑
Dy=lp ,|Dy=lp |=i Px∼DS1

(x ∈ A|Dy=lp)/C
i
N

=
∑

Dy=lp ,|Dy=lp |=i P(X
Dlp

S
(1−α)k ∈ A)/Ci

N

= P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A).

This is what we want. Finally, we have

Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k Px∼DS1
(x ∈ A|X = i)P(X = i|X ≥ k)

=
∑N

i=k P(X
Dlp

S
(1−α)k ∈ A)P(X = i|X ≥ k)

= P(XDlp
S

(1−α)k ∈ A).

The lemma is proved.

Now, we prove Theorem A.2.

Proof. By the Bayesian formula, we have

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x, y)]

= P(x,y)∼DS
(y = lp)E(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x, y)] + P(x,y)∼DS

(y ̸= lp)E(x,y)∼D ̸=lp
S

[h(x, y)]

= ηE
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)] + (1− η)E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)].
(8)
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Now we will separately estimate E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)] and E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x, y)].

Upper bound of E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)]. We give such a bound in the following Results (c1), (c2), and (c3).

Result (c1): Let random variable X be the number of samples with labels not equal to lp in Dtr. Then with probability at
least 1− 4η

4η+N−Nη , we have X ≥ N(1− η)/2.

Let Dtr = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1. Then X =
∑N

i=1 1(yi ̸= lp), so E[X] = E[
∑N

i=1 1(yi ̸= lp)] =
∑N

i=1 E[1(yi ̸= lp)] = N(1−η),
and the variance V[X] = V[

∑N
i=1 1(yi ̸= lp)] =

∑N
i=1 V[1(yi ̸= lp)] = N(1− η)η, because 1(yi ̸= lp) are independent

events. By the Cantelli inequality, we have P(X ≤ N(1− η)/2) ≤ V[X]
V[X]+(E[X]−(N(1−η)/2))2 = 4η

4η+N−Nη , and Result (c1)
is proved.

Result (c2): We randomly select N(1− η)/2 samples without label lp in DP and let Dl be the set of these samples. If the
number of samples without label lp in DP is less than N(1− η)/2, then we select all samples without label lp, and let Dl

be the set of these samples.

Assuming that the set Dl obeys the distribution DS0
, we have Px∼DS0

(x ∈ A|X ≥ N(1− η)/2) = P(XD ̸=lp
S

N(1−η)/2 ∈ A) for

any set A, where X
D ̸=lp

S

N(1−η)/2 is the set of N(1− η)/2 data i.i.d. sampled from distribution D ̸=lp
S .

Following Lemma A.3, Result (c2) shows that when X ≥ N(1− η)/2, Dl can be seen as i.i.d. sampled from D ̸=lp
S .

Result (c3): With probability 1− 4η
4η+N−Nη − δ/2, we have

E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)] ≤
∑

(x,y)∈DP
h(x,y)

N(1−η)/2 + 2RadD ̸=lp
S

N(1−η)/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ).
N(1−η) .

D ∈ (Rn × [m])N(1−η)/2 is called a bad set, if |D| = N(1− η)/2, and

E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)] >
∑

(x,y)∈D h(x,y)

N(1−η)/2 + 2RadD ̸=lp
S

N(1−η)/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−η)

(9)

for some f ∈ H . Let Sb = {D∥D is a bad set}.

By Theorem A.1, if the samples in D are i.i.d. sampled form D ̸=lp
S and |D| = N(1− η)/2, then with probability 1− δ/2,

we have E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)] ≤
∑

(x,y)∈D h(x,y)

N(1−η)/2 + 2RadN(1−η)/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−η) for any f ∈ H .

So by the definition of bad set, we have P(XD ̸=lp
S

N(1−η)/2 ∈ Sb) ≤ δ/2, where X
D ̸=lp

S

N(1−η)/2 is mentioned in result (c2). And by
Result (c2), we have that: when X ≥ N(1− η)/2, we have P(Dl ∈ Sb) ≤ δ/2. Then, by Result (c1), we have

P(Dl /∈ Sb, X ≥ N(1− η)/2)
= P(Dl /∈ Sb|X ≥ N(1− η)/2)P(X ≥ N(1− η)/2)

≥ (1− δ/2)(1− 4η
4η+N−Nη )(by (c1))

≥ 1− δ/2− 4η
4η+N−Nη .

So, with probability at least 1− δ/2− 4η
4η+N−Nη , Dl is not in Sb and X ≥ N(1− η)/2. Hence,

E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x, y)]

≤
∑

(x,y)∈Dl
h(x,y)

N(1−η)/2 + 2RadN(1−η)/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−η)

≤
∑

(x,y)∈DP
h(x,y)

N(1−η)/2 + 2RadN(1−η)/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−η) .

This is what we want.

The upper bound of E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x, y)].

We will give such a bound in Results (d1), (d2), and (d3) below, which are similar to results (c1), (c2), (c3).
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Result (d1): Let the random variable X be the number of samples with label lp in Dtr. Then with probability at least
1− 4(1−η)

4(1−η)+Nη , we have X ≥ Nη/2. The proof is similar to that of Result (c1).

Result (d2): Now we evenly select [Nη(1− α)/2] samples with label lp in DP/Dpoi and make these samples to form the
set Dlp . If the number of samples with label lp in DP/Dpoi is smaller than [Nη(1 − α)/2], then we select all of these
samples and add these samples to Dlp .

Assume that the set Dlp obeys the distribution DS1
. Then we have Px∼DS1

(x ∈ A|X ≥ [Nη/2]) = P(XDlp
S

[Nη(1−α)/2] ∈ A)

for any set A, where X
Dlp

S
[Nη(1−α)/2] is the set that i.i.d. selecting [Nη(1− α)/2] samples from distribution D ̸=lp

S .

Following Lemma A.4, Result (d2) shows that when X ≥ [Nη/2], Dlp can be seen as i.i.d. samples from D
lp
S .

Result (d3): With probability 1− 4−4η
4(1−η)+Nη − δ/2, we have

E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x, y)] ≤

∑
(x,y)∈DP

h(x,y)

N(1−α)η/2 + 2RadD
lp
S

N(1−α)η/2(H) +
√

ln(2/δ)
N(1−α)η .

This is similar to Result (c3), but using (d1) and (d2) instead.

To obtain a bound of E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x, y)].

Using the fact RadDM (H) ≤ N
M RadD

N (H) for any M ≤ N , distribution D, hypothesis space H , and applying (c3), (d3) to
equation (8), we finally have

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x, y)]

= ηE
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x, y)] + (1− η)E

(x,y)∼D ̸=lp
S

[h(x, y)]

≤ 4−2α
1−α

∑
(x,y)∈DP

h(x,y)

N + 4RadD
̸=lp
S

N (H) + 4
RadD

lp
S

N (H)

1−α +
√

ln(2/δ)(1−η)
N +

√
ln(2/δ)η
N(1−α) .

(10)

Then using η < 1, we prove the theorem.

A.3. Estimate Rademacher Complexity

In this section, we will estimate the Rademacher Complexities in Theorem A.2 when H = {1(F(x) ̸= y)}, where F is a
network with width W and depth D. We first need a definition:

Definition A.5. Let H be a hypothesis space. Then the growth function ΠH(N) of H is defined as:

ΠH(N) = max
{xi}N

i=1

|{(h(xi))
N
i=1∥h ∈ H}|.

For a hypothesis space H = {h : Rn → {−1, 1}}, we can estimate its VCdim (Vapnik & Chervonenkis, 2015), and the
relationship between VCdim and growth function.

Lemma A.6 ((Bartlett et al., 2021; 2019)). Let H be the hypothesis space that satisfies: F ∈ H if and only if F is a network
with width not more than W and depth not more than D, and the activation function of each hidden layer of F is Relu, the
output layer uses sign as activation function. Then the VCdim of H is O(D2W 2).

Lemma A.7 ((Sauer, 1972)). Let H be the hypothesis space with VCdim V . Then for any N ≥ 1, the growth function
satisfies ΠH(N) ≤ (eN)V .

Lemma A.8 ((Massart, 2000; Mohri et al., 2018)). Let H be the hypothesis space with growth function ΠH , and any

h(x) ∈ H satisfy |h(x)| ≤ 1 for any x. Then for any distribution D, we have RadDN (H) = O(
√

ln(ΠH)
N ).

Lemma A.9 ((Mohri et al., 2018)). Let H be the hypothesis space, q ∈ Rm → {0, 1}, and Hq =
{q(h1(x), h2(x), . . . , hm(x))∥hi ∈ H}. Then ΠHq

(N) ≤ (ΠH(N))m.

Now, we calculate the Rademacher complexity of H = {1(F̂(x) ̸= y)∥F ∈ HW,D}:

Lemma A.10. Let H = {1(F̂(x) ̸= y) : [0, 1]n × [m] → {0, 1}∥F ∈ HW,D}. Then, for any distribution D, we have

RadD
N (H) = O(

√
mW 2D2

N ).
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Proof. Let H0
W,D be defined as: F ∈ H0

W,D if and only if F is a network with width W and depth D, and the activation
function of each hidden layer of F is Relu, the output layer does not use the activation function. And let H0 = {1(F̂(x) ̸=
y)∥F ∈ H0

W,D}.

Let H1
W,D be defined as: F ∈ H1

W,D if and only if F is a network with width W and depth D, and the activation function
of each hidden layer of F is Relu, the output layer uses the activation function sign.

Then we have that H0 = {1(F̂(x) ̸= y)∥F ∈ H0
W,D} = {1(F̂(x) ̸= y)∥F ∈ HW,D} = H and ΠH1

W,D
(N) ≤

(eN)O(D2W 2) by Lemmas A.7 and A.6.

For any F ∈ H0
W,D, let Fi,j = sign(Fi −Fj), where Fi is the i-th weight of F . Then it is easy to see that, Fi,j ∈ H1

W,D.
Since 1(F̂(x) ̸= y) = 1(−

∑
j ̸=y Fy,j + (m− 1)− 0.1). By Lemma A.9, the growth function of H0 is (eN)mO(D2W 2);

so by Lemma A.8 and H0 = H , the Rademacher complexity RadD
N (H) of H is O(

√
mD2W 2

N ) (ignore minor items). This
proves the lemma.

A.4. Proof for Theorem 4.1

Now we prove Theorem 4.1 by using Sections A.2 and A.3:

Proof. Taking H = {1(F(x) ̸= y)∥F ∈ HW,D} and substituting the Rademacher complexity in Section A.3 into Theorem
A.2, we prove Theorem 4.1.

B. Poison Impact Empirical Errors
In this appendix, we prove a proposition to support Remark 4.3. In Proposition B.2 below, we show that if the poison P(x)
is not satisfactory, then it can result in a big empirical error.
Remark B.1. Please note that the conclusion “poison implies big empirical error” only holds in some situations. In fact,
when P(x) is bounded, or the network in the hypothesis space has a strong expressive ability, then the conditions for the
proposition in this section will not hold, so the poison will not lead to big empirical error. In our experimental result in
Section 6, there is no need to consider the occurrence of large empirical error, because we bound the trigger P(x) and use a
large network.

Let Dpoi be the distribution of poisoned data with label lp, that is,

P
(x,y)∼Dlp

S

(x+ P(x) ∈ A) = Px∼Dpoi(x ∈ A)

for any set A.

Proposition B.2. Use the notation introduced in Theorem A.2 and let η ≤ 0.5 be defined in (3). We further assume that
h(x, y1) + h(x, y2) ≥ 1 for any h ∈ H , x ∈ Rn, y1 ̸= y2, and for some τ, V ∈ R+, it holds:
(1) Px∼Dpoi(x ∈ A) ≥ τP

(x,y)∼D ̸=lp
S

(x ∈ A) for any set A;

(2) RadD ̸=lp
S

N (H) ≤ V .
Let Q = ηNτNα, if α− δ/Q > 0 and 0.5− 2δα/Q− V α > 0. Then with probability δ, for any h ∈ H we have

E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x, y)] >

0.5− 2δα/Q− V α

α− δ/Q
.

First, we have the following lemma (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 2008).

Lemma B.3. If distributions D1, D2 and function h satisfy Px∼D1
(h(x) ∈ A) ≤ λPx∼D2

(h(x) ∈ A) for any set A, then
Ex∼D1

[f(h(x))] ≤ λEx∼D2
[f(h(x))] for any bounded and positive measurable function f(x).

Then we prove the following lemma, which directly lead to Proposition B.2.

Lemma B.4. Use the notations in Proposition B.2. We further assume that h(x, y1) + h(x, y2) ≥ 1 for any h ∈ H , x ∈ Rn

and y1 ̸= y2, and for some τ, V ∈ R+, it holds:
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(1): Px∼Dpoi(x ∈ A) ≥ τP
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

(x ∈ A) for all sets A, where τ ∈ R+;

(2): with probability 1− δ, there exists an h ∈ H such that E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x, y)] ≤ ε.

Then for any K ≤ Nα, we have

RadD ̸=lp
S

K (H) ≥ 0.5−Nε/K − (2−Nε/K)δα
ηNτK .

RadD ̸=lp
S

N (H) ≥ K(0.5−Nε/K − (2−Nε/K)δα
ηNτK )/N.

Proof. In order to calculate the probability easily in the proof, we treat Dtr and DP as ordered sets. Let (xi, yi) be the i-th
element of Dtr. DP is obtained from Dtr as follows: Let DP = Dtr first and if poison P(xi) is added to (xi, yi) for some i,
then replace the i-th element of Dtr by (xi + P(xi), yi).

First, we give three notations:

(1): For the poisoned training set DP and q ∈ N, we take the first q clean samples without lp in DP to form a subset
Fclean(q,Dp), that is, if we write Dtr = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1, then Fclean(q,DP ) = {(xik , yik)}

q
k=1, where {ik}qi=1 is the

smallest q numbers in [N ] that satisfy yik ̸= lp, (xik , yik) ∈ Dclean, and ia < ib if a < b.

(2): For the poisoned training set DP and q ∈ N, we take the first q poisoned samples in DP to form the subset
Fpoison(q,Dp), that is, if we write Dtr = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1, then Fpoison(q,DP ) = {(xik + P(xik), yik)}

q
k=1, {ik}qi=1 is the

smallest q numbers in [N ] that satisfy yik = lp, (xik + P(xik), yik) ∈ Dpoi, and ia < ib if a < b.

(3): For any given K samples {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 where yi ̸= lp and a given set S ⊂ [K], let Si be the i-th minimum number in
S, in particular, S1 is the minimum number in S and S|S| is the maximum number in S.

Second, we define a property of DP :

The poisoned training set DP obtained by poisoning Dtr is said to be nice-inclusion of a new dataset DG if DG = DTp
∪DT

such that DT ⊂ Dtr, DTp
⊂ Dpoi, and minh∈H

1
|DP |

∑
(x,y)∈DP

h(x, y) ≤ ε. For convenience, we write these conditions
more explicitly as follows.

The poisoned training set DP obtained by poisoning Dtr = {(x′
i, y

′
i)}Ni=1 is said to be nice-inclusion of the ordered dataset

DG = {(zi, li)}Ki=1 and S ⊂ [K] satsfying |[K] \ S| = |Dpoi|, if
(e1): Let Fclean(|S|,DP ) = {(x′

ik
, y′ik)}

|S|
k=1 such that x′

ik
= zSk

and y′ik = lSk
for any k ∈ [S];

(e2): Let Fpoison(|[K] \ S|,DP ) = {(x′
ik

+ P(x′
ik
), y′ik)}

K−|S|
k=1 . There must be x′

ik
+ P(x′

ik
) = z([K]\S)k for any

k ∈ [K − |S|].
(e3): minf∈H

∑
(x,y)∈DP

h(x,y)
|DP | ≤ ε.

We say that the poisoned training set DP obtained by poisoning Dtr = {(x′
i, y

′
i)}Ni=1 is said to be common-nice-inclusion of

the ordered dataset DG = {(zi, li)}Ki=1 and S ⊂ [K] satisfying |[K] \ S| = |Dpoi|, if (e1) and (e2) hold.

Now, we define some functions:

Let vi ∈ {−1, 1} for i ∈ [K] and S((vi)
K
i=1) = {i∥i ∈ [K], vi < 0}. Given K samples {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 where yi ̸= lp, we

define that Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) = 1, if there is a nice-inclusion poison set DP of {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 and S((vi)

K
i=1);

otherwise Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) = 0. Then we have the following results.

Result one: If Si((xi, yi)
K
i=1, S((vi)

K
i=1)) = 1 and yi ̸= lp, then supf∈H

∑
i∈[K] vih(xi, yi) ≥

∑K
i=1 1(vi > 0)−Nε.

Let DP be a nice-inclusion of (xi, yi)
K
i=1, S((vi)

K
i=1). Then

ε

≥ minf∈H

∑
(x,y)∈DP

h(x,y)
|DP | (by (e3))

≥ minf∈H(
∑

i∈S((vi)Ki=1)
h(xi, yi))/|DP |+ (

∑
i∈[K]/S((vi)Ki=1)

h(xi, lp))/|DP |(by (e1, e2))

≥ minf∈H(
∑

i∈S((vi)Ki=1)
h(xi, yi))/|DP |+ (

∑
i∈[K]/S((vi)Ki=1)

1− h(xi, yi))/|DP |(by yi ̸= lp)

= minf∈H(|[K]/S((vi)
K
i=1)| −

∑
i∈[K] vih(xi, yi))/|DP |

= (
∑K

i=1 1(vi > 0)− supf∈H

∑
i∈[K] vih(xi, yi))/|DP |

= (
∑K

i=1 1(vi > 0)− supf∈H

∑
i∈[K] vih(xi, yi))/N.
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The result is proved.

Result Two: In order to give the lower bound of the Rademacher complexity RadD
l

K (H), we just need to consider the upper
bound of E

(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp
S

[1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1)] for each (σi)

K
i=1 ⊂ {−1, 1}K .

Let σi be Rademacher random variables, that is P (σi = 1) = P (σi = −1) = 0.5. Then, by the definition of Rademacher
complexity, we have

RadDl

K (H)

= E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[Eσi [supf∈H

∑K
i=1 σih(xi,yi)

K ]]

= E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[
∑

σi
supf∈H

∑K
i=1 σih(xi,yi)

2KK
]

≥ E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[
∑

σi
1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)

K
i=1)) = 1)

∑K
i=1 1(σi>0)−Nε

2KK

−1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1) 1

2K
]

≥ E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[
∑

σi

∑K
i=1 1(σi>0)−Nε

2KK
− 1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)

K
i=1)) ̸= 1) 2K−Nε

2KK
]

= 0.5−Nε/K − E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[
∑

σi
1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)

K
i=1)) ̸= 1) 2K−Nε

2KK
].

The first inequality uses Result one. So, if we want to give a lower bound of RadDl

K (H), we just need to give
an upper bound of E

(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp
S

[
∑

σi
1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)

K
i=1)) ̸= 1)]. Furthermore, we just need to consider

E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((σi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1)] for each (σi)

K
i=1. Result two is proved.

Result Three: Now, we prove E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1)] < δ

ηNτK for any (vi)
K
i=1 ∈ {−1, 1}K .

For a given (vi)
K
i=1 ∈ {−1, 1}K , let set C(vi)Ki=1

= {{(xi, yi)}Ki=1|Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1, yi ̸= lp}, then

E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1(Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) ̸= 1)] = E

(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp
S

[1({(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
)].

For (vi)
K
i=1 ∈ {−1, 1}K and {(xi, yi)}Ki=1, let E{(xi,yi)}K

i=1

(vi)Ki=1

be the set of DP , which is a common-nice-inclusion for

{(xi, yi)}Ki=1 and S((vi)
K
i=1). It is easy to see that:

(r1): E((xi,yi))
K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

∩ E((x′
i,y

′
i))

K
i=1

(v′
i)

K
i=1

= ϕ when vi ̸= v′i for some i ∈ [K] or xi ̸= x′
i for some i ∈ [K].

(r2): If DP ∈ E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

satisfies (e3), then Si({(xi, yi)}Ki=1, S((vi)
K
i=1)) = 1.

So by (r2), if {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
, then for any DP ∈ E{(xi,yi)}K

i=1

(vi)Ki=1

, (e3) cannot stand. Let the set B contain all the DP

that do not satisfy (e3). Then, if {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
, there must be E(xi,yi)

K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

⊂ B.

Now we prove the following two results:

Result S1:
∫
DP

1(D ∈
⋃

{(xi,yi)}K
i=1∈C

(vi)
K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)dD < δ.

By (r1) and E(xi,yi)
K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

⊂ B for all {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
, we have that:

1(D ∈ B) ≥ 1(D ∈
⋃

{(xi,yi)}K
i=1∈C

(vi)
K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)

So
∫
DP

1(D ∈
⋃

{(xi,yi)}K
i=1∈C

(vi)
K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)dD ≤
∫
DP

1(D ∈ B)dD ≤ δ, using condition (2) of the theorem here.

Result S2:
∫
DP

1(D ∈
⋃

{(xi,yi)}K
i=1∈C

(vi)
K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)dD ≥ E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1((xi, yi) ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
)]ηNτK/α.

Consider the definition of Fclean and Fpoison in (e1) and (e2). When Dp ∈ E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

, the first
∑K

i=1 1(vi < 0) samples
without label lp in Dtr must be {(xik , yik)}, where ik satisfies vik = −1; and Dpoi = {(xik , yik)}, where ik satisfies
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vik = 1. Let N0 =
∑K

i=1 1(vi < 0), then∫
DP

1(D ∈
⋃

{(xi,yi)}K
i=1∈C

(vi)
K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)dD

=
∫
(D ̸=lp

S )N0 (Dpoi)K−N0
1({(xi, yi)} ∈ C(vi)Ki=1

)(
∑N

q=0 1([qα] = K −N0)C
q
Nηq(1− η)N−q)d(xi, yi)

≥
∫
(D ̸=lp

S )N0 (Dpoi)K−N0
1({(xi, yi)} ∈ C(vi)Ki=1

)(
∑N

q=0 1([qα] = K −N0)η
N )d(xi, yi)

≥
∫
(D ̸=lp

S )N0 (Dpoi)K−N0
1({(xi, yi)} ∈ C(vi)Ki=1

)(ηN/α)d(xi, yi)

≥
∫
(D ̸=lp

S )K
1((xi, yi) ∈ C(vi)Ki=1

)ηNτK/αd(xi, yi)

= E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1((xi, yi) ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
)]ηNτK/α.

The first inequality uses η ≤ 0.5 and Ci
N ≥ 1. The second inequality uses at least 1/α numbers of q ∈ [N ] such that

[qα] = K −N0. The last inequality uses Lemma B.3 and condition (1) in theorem. This proves Result S2.

Finally, by Result S1 and Result S2, we have (ηNτK/α)E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1({(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
)] ≤

∫
DP

1(D ∈⋃
{(xi,yi)}K

i=1∈C
(vi)

K
i=1

E{(xi,yi)}K
i=1

(vi)Ki=1

)dD ≤ δ, that is, E
(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp

S

[1({(xi, yi)}Ki=1 ∈ C(vi)Ki=1
)] ≤ αδ/(ηNτK).

Prove the lemma. Use Results three and two, we have

RadD ̸=lp
S

K (H)
≥ 0.5−Nε/K − E

(xi,yi)∼D ̸=lp
S

[
∑

σi
1(Si(((xi, yi))

K
i=1, S((σi)

K
i=1)) ̸= 1) 2K−Nε

2KK
]

≥ 0.5−Nε/K − (2−Nε/K)δα
ηNτK .

Since RadDM (H) ≤ N
M RadDN (H) for any M ≤ N and distribution D, the lemma is proved.

Now we use Lemma B.4 to prove Proposition B.2:

Proof. Use reduction to absurdity. Assume that with probability at least 1−δ, there is E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x, y)] ≤ 0.5−2δα/Q−V α

α−δ/Q ,
and take the right-hand size value as ϵ.

By Lemma B.4, take K = Nα. Then RadD
̸=lp
S

N ≥ (0.5−Nϵ/K − (2−Nϵ/K)δα
ηNτK )/α. We substitute ϵ in it. Then

RadD ̸=lp
S

N

≥ (0.5−Nϵ/K − (2−Nϵ/K)δα
ηNτK )/α

= 1/α(0.5− 2δα
Q − ϵ(α− δ/Q))

= 1/α(0.5− 2δα
Q − 0.5−2δα/Q−V α

α−δ/Q (α− δ/Q))

= 1/α(0.5− 2δα
Q − (0.5− 2δα/Q− V α))

= 1/α(V α)
= V.

So RadD ̸=lp
S

N ≥ V , which is contradictory to (2) in Proposition B.2, and the proposition is proved.

C. Optimality of the Generalization Bound
In this section, we show that for the general hypothesis space and data distribution, the generalization gap between the
empirical error and the population error cannot be smaller than O( 1√

N
), mentioned in Remark 4.4.

Proposition C.1. Let m = 2 and the data distribution DS satisfy P(x,y)∼DS
(y = 1) = P(x,y)∼DS

(y = 0) = 0.5. Let
H = {L(F(x), y)} be the hypothesis space, L(F(x), y) = 1(F̂(x) ̸= y) the loss function, and F0 a neural network
classifying F̂0(x) = 0 for (x, y) ∼ DS . Then for any c > 0, k > 0.5, and Dtr i.i.d. sampled from DS with |Dtr| = N , we
have

P(|E(x,y)∼DS
[L(F0(x), y)]− E(x,y)∈Dtr

[L(F0(x), y)]| <
c

Nk
) = O(cN0.5−k).
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Proof. First, we have E(x,y)∼DS
[L(F0(x), y)] = E(x,y)∼DS

[1(y = 1)] = 0.5. Then we have E(x,y)∈Dtr
[L(F0(x), y)] =

E(x,y)∈Dtr
[1(y = 1)] = N1/N , where N1 is the number of x with label 1 in Dtr. So, P(|E(x,y)∼DS

[L(F0(x), y)] −
E(x,y)∈Dtr

[L(F0(x), y)]| < c
Nk ) = P(|0.5−N1/N | < c

Nk ).

To estimate P(|0.5−N1/N | < c
Nk ), we only need to calculate the probability of N1 ∈ (0.5N − cN1−k, 0.5N + cN1−k).

Since Dtr is i.i.d. sampled from DS , a sample labeled 1 is selected with probability 0.5. Thus,

P(N1 ∈ (0.5N − cN1−k, 0.5N + cN1−k))

≤
∑0.5N+cN1−k

i=0.5N−cN1−k Ci
N0.5N

≤ 2cN1−kC
N/2
N 0.5N .

When N → ∞, using Stirling’s approximation to calculate the C
N/2
N , we have

P(N1 ∈ (0.5N − cN1−k, 0.5N + cN1−k))

≤ 2cN1−kC
N/2
N 0.5N

= 2cN1−k0.5NO(
√
2πN(N/e)N

πN(N/(2e))N
)

= O(cN0.5−k).

The proposition is proved.

It is easy to see that O(cN0.5−k) → 0 when N → ∞, so by Proposition C.1, the generalization gap cannot be smaller than
O( 1√

N
). Together with Theorem A.1, we show the optimality of O( 1√

N
) of the generalization gap for a clean dataset.

This is also for the generalization bound under poison attacks, because the proof of Theorem 4.1 need the generalization
bound Theorem A.1 for the dataset.

D. Proof of Theorem 4.5
We provide a more intuitive explanation on how to estimate the poison generalization bound in Theorem 4.5, which is the
core of our theorem.

Based on research on indiscriminate poisoning, neural networks always prioritize learning simple features, i.e., shortcut. So
we try to make the trigger to be a shortcut (as said in condition (c3) in Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.10).

However, only a few samples were poisoned in the backdoor attack, which is different from the setting of indiscriminate
poisoning, so only using shortcut cannot establish the bound. Therefore, we aim to disrupt the original features of the
poisoned images, such that the classification of the poisoned images and the classification of clean images become two
independent tasks for the network (as said in condition (c1) in Theorem 4.5). By doing so, when the network completes the
task of classifying poison data, the clean part of the data set is useless, and the network will learn the feature in the poison
part of data, so that the shortcut can be learned.

Finally, if the shortcuts are similar for different images, the shortcuts learned on a small portion of the data can be generalized
to all the data (as said in condition (c2) in Theorem 4.5).

By the above idea, we will prove a more general form of Theorem 4.5, as shown below, and Theorem 4.5 is an easy corollary
of this theorem.

Theorem D.1. Use the notation in Section 3. Let N = |Dtr|. For any two hypothesis spaces H ⊂ HW,D and F ⊂ HW,D,
if P(x) satisfies the following conditions for some ϵ > 0, τ > 0, λ ≥ 1:
(c1): E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[fy(x+ P(x))] ≤ ϵ for all f ∈ F ,

(c2): P(x,y)∼DS (P(x) ∈ A|y ̸= lp) ≤ λ P(x,y)∼DS (P(x) ∈ A|y = lp) for any set A,
(c3): some h ∈ H satisfies that: ∃f ∈ F such that Ex∼DS [|(h − f)lP (P(x)) − (h − f)lp(x + P(x))|] ≤ τ , where
(h− f)lP (x) = hlP (x)− flp(x),
then with probability at least 1− δ −O(1/N), the following inequality holds for all h ∈ H satisfying (c3):

EP (h,DS) ≤ λO( 1
α (E(x,y)∈DP

[LCE(h(x), y)] + RadD
lp
S

N (HW,D,1)) +
√

ln(1/δ)
Nα + ϵ+ τ + λ−1

λ ). (11)
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It is easy to see that we just need to take the hypothesis spaces H,F in Theorem D.1 to be H = {F(x)} and F = {G(x)}
(i.e. hypothesis space just contains only one network). Then Theorem D.1 naturally equivalent to Theorem 4.5.

D.1. Proof of Theorem D.2

We give the following theorem, which is a generalization bound theory under more general hypothesis space.
Theorem D.2. For any two hypothesis spaces H = {h(x, y) ∈ S × [m] → [0, 1]}, F = {f(x, y) ∈ S × [m] → [0, 1]}, if
P(x) satisfies the following conditions for some ϵ > 0, τ > 0, λ ≥ 1:
(1) E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[f(x+ P(x), y)] ≥ 1− ϵ for any f ∈ F ,

(2) P
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

(P(x) ∈ A) ≤ λP
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
(P(x) ∈ A) for any set A,

(3) Some h ∈ H satisfies that there exists an f ∈ F such that Ex∼DS [|(h− f)(P(x), lp)− (h− f)(x+ P(x), lp)|] ≤ τ ,
where (h− f)(x) = h(x)− f(x),
then with probability at least 1− δ − 4−4η

4−4η+ηN , for any h ∈ H satisfying (3), we have:

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)] ≤ λ(2E(x,y)∈DP

h(x, y)/(αη) + 2Rad
Dlp

S
Nαη/2(H) +

√
ln(2/δ)
Nαη

+ τ/η + ϵ) + τ + (λ− 1)η. (12)

We will use Theorem D.2 to prove Theorem D.1 in Section D.2. Now, we prove Theorem D.2 and give a detailed explanation
of the “proof idea” of Theorem 4.5. Please note that, in the proof of Theorem D.2, the poison generalization error is
E(x,y)∼DS

[h(x+ P(x), lp)].

Proof. The proof is divided into two parts.

Part one, we estimate the upper bound of E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x+ P(x), lp)]. This part corresponds to the “firstly” part in

the proof idea shown under Theorem 4.5.

We first give three bounds in the following Results (e1), (e2), and (e3). Since (e1), (e2), (e3) are similar to (d1), (d2), (d3) in
the proof of Theorem A.2, we omitted the proof.

Result (e1): Let the random variable X be the number of samples with label lp in DP . Then with probability at least
1− 4(1−η)

4−4η+Nη , it holds X ≥ Nη/2.

Result (e2): Now we even randomly select Nηα/2 poisoned samples in DP . If the number of poisoned samples in DP is
smaller than Nηα/2, then we let Dlp be the set of all such samples.

Let Dlp obey the distribution DS2. Then we have Px∼DS2
(x ∈ A|X ≥ [Nη/2]) = P (X

Dlp
S

Nηα/2 ∈ A) for any set A, where

X
Dlp

S
Nηα/2 is the set that i.i.d. sampled Nηα/2 data from distribution Dlp

S , and add P(x) to each data.

Result (e3): With probability 1− 4−4η
4−4η+Nη − δ/2, for any h ∈ H , we have

E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x+ P(x), lp)] ≤

∑
(x,y)∈Dpoi

h(x, y)

Nαη/2
+ 2RadDlp

S

Nαη/2(H) +

√
ln(2/δ)

Nαη
.

We use Dpoi = {(x+ P(x), lp)∥(x, lp) ∈ Dsub}, Result (e1), and Result (e2) to prove Result (e3). The concrete steps are
similar to that of Result (c3). Dpoi and Dsub are defined in Section 3.2.

Part two, estimate the upper bound of E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)].

Please note that when y ̸= lp, h(x+P(x), lp) will not appear in the empirical error E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x+P(x), y)], so we need

to use some other methods to estimate E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)].

For any h ∈ H and f ∈ F , let ch,f (x) = h(x, lp)− f(x, lp). Let Q be the upper bound mentioned in Result (e3) in Part
one.

The upper bound of E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[h(x+ P(x), lp)] will be given by the following Results (f1), (f2), (f3), and (f4). Note that
(f1) and (f2) correspond to the “Secondly” step in the proof idea shown under the Theorem 4.5; (f3) and (f4) correspond to
the “Finally” step in the proof idea shown under the Theorem 4.5.
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Result (f1): If f ∈ F and h ∈ H satisfy (3), then we have E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x))] ≤ Q+ τ/η − (1− ε).

By condition (3), we have:

τ
≥ E(x,y)∼DS

[|ch,f (P(x))− ch,f (x+ P(x))|](use (3))
≥ η(E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[|ch,f (P(x))− ch,f (x+ P(x))|])

≥ η(E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x))− ch,f (x+ P(x))]).

(13)

Now by condition (1) and Result (e3), with probability 1− δ, we have

E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (x+ P(x))]

= E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[h(x+ P(x), lp)]− E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[f(x+ P(x), lp)]

≤ Q− (1− ϵ).

(14)

Combine inequalities (13) and (14), we have:

E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x))]

≤ E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (x+ P(x))] + τ/η

≤ Q− (1− ϵ) + τ/η.

(15)

Result (f1) is proved.

Result (f2): E
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

[ch,f (P(x)) + 1] ≤ λE
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x)) + 1].

Result (f2) can be proved by using Lemma B.3 and condition (2).

Result (f3): When h ∈ H and f ∈ F satisfy condition (3), we have EDS
[ch,f (x + P(x))] ≤ (η + (1 − η)λ)(Q + ϵ +

τ/η − 1) + λ− 1 + τ .

By condition (3), we have
τ

≥ E(x,y)∼DS
[|ch,f (P(x))− ch,f (x+ P(x))|]

≥ E(x,y)∼DS
[−ch,f (P(x)) + ch,f (x+ P(x))]

.

Then, we have EDS
[ch,f (x + P(x))] ≤ EDS

[ch,f (P(x))] + τ . Now, substitute Results (f1) and (f2) in it to estimate
EDS

[ch,f (P(x))], and we can get

E(x,y)∼DS
[ch,f (P(x))]

= ηE
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x))] + (1− η)E

(x,y)∼D ̸=lp
S

[ch,f (P(x))]

≤ (η + (1− η)λ)E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[ch,f (P(x))] + λ− 1

≤ (η + (1− η)λ)(Q+ ϵ+ τ/η − 1) + λ− 1.

So, we prove Result (f3): EDS
[ch,f (x+ P(x))] ≤ (η + (1− η)λ)(Q+ ϵ+ τ/η − 1) + λ− 1 + τ .

Result (f4): E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)] ≤ λ(Q+ τ/η + ϵ) + τ + (λ− 1)η.

Since ch,f (x+ P(x)) = h(x+ P(x), lp)− f(x+ P(x), lp) and f(x+ P(x), lp) ≤ 1, using Result (f3), we have

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)]

≤ E(x,y)∼DS
[ch,f (x+ P(x), lp)] + 1

≤ (η + (1− η)λ)(Q+ ϵ+ τ/η − 1) + λ+ τ
≤ λ(Q+ τ/η + ϵ) + τ + (λ− 1)η.

This proves Result (f4).

When h satisfies condition (3), using the value of Q into the Result (f4), we see that with probability 1− δ − 4−4η
4−4η+ηN , we

have:

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)] ≤ λ(

∑
(x,y)∈Dpoi

h(x, y)

Nαη/2
+ 2RadDlp

S

Nαη/2(H) +

√
ln(2/δ)

Nαη
+ τ/η + ϵ) + τ + (λ− 1)η.
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Finally, using the facts Dpoi ⊂ DP and Result (e3) is valid for X = |Dpoi| ≥ [Nη/2], we have

E(x,y)∼DS
[h(x+ P(x), lp)] ≤ λ(

2E(x,y)∈DP
[h(x, y)]

αη
+ 2RadDlp

S

Nαη/2(H) +

√
ln(2/δ)

Nαη
+ τ/η + ϵ) + τ + (λ− 1)η.

The theorem is proved.

D.2. Proof of Theorem D.1

Now, we use Theorem D.2 to prove Theorem D.1.

First, for any h : Rn → Rm, we define h−1(x, y) = 1− hy(x) : Rn × [m] → R, and for any H ⊂ HW,D, we define the
hypothesis space: H−1 = {h(x, y) = 1− hy(x)∥h(x) ∈ H}. Using Theorem D.2, we have the following lemma.

Lemma D.3. For any two hypothesis spaces H,F ⊂ HW,D, if P(x) satisfies the following conditions for some ϵ > 0, τ >
0, λ ≥ 1:
(1) E

(x,y)∼Dlp
S
[fy(x+ P(x))] ≤ ϵ for any f ∈ F ;

(2) P
(x,y)∼D ̸=lp

S

(P(x) ∈ A) ≤ λP
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
(P(x) ∈ A) for any set A, where λ ≥ 1;

(3) Some h ∈ H satisfies that there exists an f ∈ F such that Ex∼DS [|(hlp − flp)(P(x))− (hlp − flp)(x+ P(x))|] ≤ τ ,
where (hlp − flp)(x) = hlp(x)− flp(x),
then with probability at least 1− δ − 4−4η

4−4η+ηN , for any h ∈ H satisfied (3), we have:

E(x,y)∼DS
[1− hlp(x+ P(x))] ≤ λ(2E(x,y)∈DP

[1− hy(x)]/(αη) + 2Rad
Dlp

S
Nαη/2(H−1) +

√
ln(2/δ)
Nαη

+ τ/η + ϵ)

+τ + (λ− 1)η.
(16)

Proof. We can use Theorem D.2 to H−1 and F−1 to prove the lemma. We just need to verify that the three conditions in
Theorem D.2 for H−1 and F−1.

Verify condition (1) in Theorem D.2.

We just need to show that E
(x,y)∼Dlp

S
[f−1(x+ P(x), y)] ≥ 1− ϵ for any f−1 ∈ F−1.

By condition (1) in Lemma D.3, and considering that f−1(x, y) = 1− fy(x) for the corresponding f ∈ F , we get the result.

Verify condition (2) in Theorem D.2.

This is obvious because condition (2) in Theorem D.2 and Lemma D.3 are the same.

Verify condition (3) in Theorem D.2.

We just need to show that: Some h−1 ∈ H−1 satisfies the requirement that there exists an f−1 ∈ F−1 such that
Ex∼DS [|(h−1 − f−1)(P(x), lp)− (h−1 − f−1)(x+ P(x), lp)|] ≤ τ , where (h−1 − f−1)(x, y) = h−1(x, y)− f−1(x, y).

Since (h−1 − f−1)(x, lp) = flp(x)− hlp(x) for the corresponding h ∈ H and f ∈ F , by condition (3) in Lemma D.3, we
get the result.

Since the three conditions in Theorem D.2 stand for H−1 and F−1, the lemma is proved.

Second, we give three lemmas.

Lemma D.4. For any h ∈ HW,D, we have E(x,y)∼DS
[1(ĥ(x+ P(x)) ̸= lp)] ≤ 2E(x,y)∼DS

[1− hlp(x+ P(x))].

Proof. When ĥ(x + P(x)) ̸= lp, we have hlp(x + P(x)) < 0.5, which implies that 0.5 ∗ 1(ĥ(x + P(x)) ̸= lp) ≤
1 − hlp(x + P(x)). Then, E(x,y)∼DS

[0.5 ∗ 1(ĥ(x + P(x)) ̸= lp)] ≤ E(x,y)∼DS
[1 − hlp(x + P(x))], this is what we

want.

Lemma D.5 (Mohri et al. (2018)). For any hypothesis space F = {f : Rn → [0, 1]} and distribution D, N > 0. Let
F1 = {1− f∥f ∈ F}. Then RadD

N (F−1) = RadDN (F ).

Lemma D.6. For any x ∈ (0, 1], we have 1− x ≤ − lnx.
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Proof. Let f(x) = 1− x+ lnx, then f ′(x) = 1/x− 1 ≥ 0 when x ∈ [0, 1]. Because f(1) = 0, we have f(x) ≤ 0 for all
x ∈ (0, 1]

Finally, we use Lemmas D.3, D.4, D.5, and D.6 to prove Theorem D.1.

Proof. Firstly, it is easy to see that, conditions (1), (2), (3) in Lemma D.3 are the same as (c1), (c2), (c3) in Theorem D.1.
So by Lemma D.3, we have

E(x,y)∼DS
[1−hlp(x+P(x))] ≤ λ(2E(x,y)∈DP

[1− hy(x)]/(αη)+2RadD
lp
S

Nαη/2(H−1)+

√
ln(2/δ)

Nαη
+τ/η+ϵ)+τ+(λ−1)η.

Then, by Lemma D.4, we further have

E(x,y)∼DS
[1(hlp(x+ P(x)) ̸= lp)] ≤

2λ(2E(x,y)∈DP
[1− hy(x)]/(αη) + 2RadDlp

S

Nαη/2(H−1) +
√

ln(2/δ)
Nαη + τ/η + ϵ) + 2τ + 2(λ− 1)η.

We have HW,D,1 = {Fy(x)∥F ∈ HW,D} and H ⊂ HW,D. Then, by Lemma D.5 and considering that under distribution

Dlp
S , all samples have label lp, so we have RadD

lp
S

Nαη/2(H−1) ≤ RadDlp
S

Nαη/2(HW,D,1).

Finally, using Lemma D.6 and the fact: RadD
M (H) ≤ N

M RadD
N (H) for any M ≤ N , distribution D, and hypothesis space

H , we obtain

E(x,y)∼DS
[1(hlp(x+ P(x)) ̸= lp)] ≤

2λ(
2E(x,y)∈DP

[LCE(f(x),y)]

ηα + 4RadDlp
S

N (HW,D,1)/(αη) +
√

ln(2/δ)
Nαη + τ/η + ϵ) + 2τ + 2(λ− 1)η.

The theorem is proved.

D.3. Estimate the Rademacher Complexity

In this section, we estimate RadDlp
S

Nαη/2(HW,D,1). Since all samples have label lp in distribution Dlp
S , without loss of

generality, we let lp = 1. In this section, we only need to consider the Radmacher complexity of the following hypothesis
space HW,D,0 = {F1(x) : F(x) ∈ HW,D}.

We show that, if we bound the norm of the network parameters in HW,D,0, then we can calculate RadD
N (HW,D,0) for any

distribution D. Please note that the condition of bounded network parameters is reasonable.

Some definitions and a lemma are required.
Definition D.7. Let F = {f : Rn → [0, 1]} be a hypothesis space, and {xi}Ni=1 be N samples in Rn. Then the empirical
Rademacher Complexity of F under {xi}Ni=1 is defined as

Rad{xi}N
i=1(F ) = Eσ[sup

f∈F

1

N

N∑
i=1

σif(xi)],

where σ = (σi)
N
i=1 is a set of random variables such that P(σi = 1) = P(σi = −1) = 0.5.

It is easy to see that RadDN (F) ≤ max{xi}N
i=1∼D Rad{xi}N

i=1(F), so we can try to calculate the empirical Rademacher
Complexity to bound RadD

N (F).
Definition D.8 (Covering Number,(Wainwright, 2019)). Let (T, L) be a metric space, T be a space, and L be the distance
in T . We say that a K ⊂ T is an ϵ cover of T , if for any x ∈ T , there is a y ∈ K, such that L(x, y) ≤ ϵ. The minimum |K|
is defined as C(K,L, ϵ), that is C(K,L, ϵ) = min |K| where K ⊂ T is an ϵ cover of T .
Lemma D.9 ((Wainwright, 2019)). Let F = {f : Rn → [0, 1]} be a hypothesis space, and {xi}Ni=1 be N samples in Rn.

Define L(f, g) =
√
1/N

∑N
i=1(f(xi)− g(xi))2 for any f, g ∈ F . Then

Rad{xi}N
i=1(F ) ≤ O(

∫ 1

0

√
lnC(F,L, t)

N
dt).
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When network parameters are bounded, Lemma D.9 is often used to calculate the Rademacher complexity. A classical result
is given below.

Lemma D.10. Let T be a ball with radius r in Rp. Then for any t, we have C(T, Lo, t) ≤ ( 3rt )
p, where Lo is the Euclid

distance.

Now, we will try to calculate the covering number of HW,D,0. First, we give a definition of the bound of the network
parameters and the relationship between the bound of the network parameters and the network output.

Definition D.11. Let Fi(i = 1, 2) be two networks, the j-th transition matrix and bias vector are W i
j and bij . Then let

B(Fi) =
∑Di

j=1(||W i
j ||2 + ||bij ||2), where Di is the depth of Fi. If D1 = D2 = D and the widths of Fi are the same, then

we can define B(F1 −F2) =
∑D

j=1(||W 1
j −W 2

j ||2 + ||b1j − b2j ||2).

Then, we have the following existing result.

Lemma D.12 (Tsai et al. (2021)). For networks F1 and F2 with depth D, with Relu activation function, and output layers
do not have activation function. If B(F1) ≤ C, B(F2) ≤ C, and B(F1−F2) ≤ ϵ, then ||F1(x)−F2(x)||2 ≤ DϵCD||x||2
for any x.

It is easy to show that the Softamx function is a Liptschitz function:

Lemma D.13. If a, b ∈ Rm, then |Softmax(a)1 − Softmax(b)1| ≤
√
m||a− b||2, where Softmax(a)1 is the first weight of

Softmax(a).

So using Lemmas D.12 and D.13, we have

Lemma D.14. For networks F1,F2 ∈ HW,D and Fi ∈ Rn → Rm. If B(F1) ≤ C, B(F2) ≤ C and B(F1 − F2) ≤ ϵ,
then ||F1(x)−F2(x)||2 ≤

√
mnDϵCD for any x ∈ [0, 1]n.

Now, we calculate the covering number of HW,D,0.

Lemma D.15. L(f, g) is defined in Lemma D.9. Let HA
W,D,0 = {F : F ∈ HW,D,0, B(F) ≤ A}. Then for any t > 0, we

have C(HA
W,D,0, L, t) ≤ (3AD+1D

√
mn/t)O(W 2D).

Proof. By Lemma D.14, when F1,F2 ∈ HA
W,D,0, if B(F1 − F2) ≤ t

DAD
√
mn

, then we have ||F1(x) − F2(x)||2 ≤ t,
which implies that L(F1,F2) ≤ t. So we just need to minimize the number of the t

DAD
√
mn

cover of the parameter space.
Using Lemma D.10, we get the result.

Finally, using Lemmas D.9 and D.15, we can calculate the Rademacher Complexity.

Lemma D.16. Let HA
W,D,0 = {F : F ∈ HW,D,0, B(F) ≤ A} and ADmn ≥ e. Then RadD

N (HA
W,D,0) ≤

O(WD ln(ADmn))√
N

for any distribution D, which implies that RadDN (HA
W,D,0) approaches to 0 when N is big enough.

Proof. We just need to prove that, for any N points {xi}Ni=1 in [0, 1]N , we have Rad{xi}N
i=1(HA

W,D,0) ≤
O(WD ln(ADmn))√

N
.

Using Lemmas D.9 and D.15, we have Rad{xi}N
i=1(HA

W,D,0) ≤ O(
∫ 1

0

√
O(W 2D2 ln(ADmn/t))

N dt) ≤
O(

∫ 1

0
O(WD ln(ADmn/t))√

N
dt) = O(WD ln(ADmn))√

N
. Here, we use

√
ln(q/t) ≤ lnq/t for all q ≥ e and t ∈ (0, 1).

E. Proof of Proposition 4.10
E.1. Strict

We first give a precise version of the proposition and definition in Section 4.3:

Definition E.1 (Binary Shortcut). P(x) is called a binary shortcut of the binary linear inseparable classification dataset
D = {(xi, 1)}N1

i=1 ∪{(x̂i, 0)}N0
i=1, if D1 = {(xi, 1)}N1

i=1 ∪{(x̂i+P(x̂i), 0)}N0
i=1 is linear separable. Moreover, if there exists

a linear function h with a unit normal vector and 0 < η1 < 0.5 such that h(x) ≥ 1− η1 for any (x, 0) ∈ D1 and h(x) ≤ η1
for any (x, 1) ∈ D1. Then we say that P(x) is a binary shortcut of D with bound η1.
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The strict version of the definition for the Simple Feature Recognition Space: It is generally believed that networks
learn simple features, and based on this characteristic, adding shortcut to dataset affects network training, so we use the
following definition to describe this property:

Definition E.2 (Simple Features Recognition Space). We say that H is a simple feature recognition space with a constant
c, if for any binary linear inseparable classification dataset D and a binary shortcut P(x) of D with bound η1, H satisfies
the following properties: Let k = max(x,0),(z,0)∈D{||P(x)− P(z)||2}. Then for any h ∈ H that satisfies h(x+ P(x)) ≥
1 − η1,∀(x, 0) ∈ D and h(x) ≤ η1,∀(x, 1) ∈ D, it holds h(x1 + P(x0)) − h(x1) ≥ c(1 − 2η1 − k) and h(P(x0)) ≥
c(1− 2η1 − k) for any (x0, 0) ∈ D and (x1, y1) ∈ D.

As mentioned above, indiscriminate poison can be considered as a shortcut, and we have two important conclusions that have
been proved in the study of indiscriminate poison (Zhu et al., 2023b): (1) The network trained on dataset with indiscriminate
poison will classify shortcut and (2) Adding shortcut to samples will affect the output of network. The above definition
mainly uses mathematical methods to describe these two conclusions: we express that “network will classify shortcut”
by giving a lower bound to h(P(x0)); we express “shortcut effects the classification results” by giving lower bound to
h(x1+P(x0))−h(x1). Moreover, we have considered the impact of differences in P(x) for different x (i.e., k in definition)
on the output: the larger the difference, the smaller the impact. Thus, our definition is valid for some spaces, as shown below.

Proposition E.3. Let L be the set of linear functions with a normal unit vector and without bias. Then L is a simple feature
recognition space with constant 1. Furthermore, if f : R → R is an increasing differentiable function with derivatives in
[a, 1] and f(0) = 0, then the hypothesis space H = {f(l(x))|l ∈ L} is a simple feature recognition space with constant a.

The strict version of Proposition 4.10: Using the above definitions, we can show how condition (c3) in Theorem 4.5 stands
for a small τ , the strict version of Proposition 4.10 is given below.

Proposition E.4. Use notation introduced in Theorem 4.1. For any distribution D, let D(P) be the distribution of P(x)
when x ∼ D, and D(P + x) be the distribution of x + P(x) when x ∼ D. HW,D,1 is defined in Section 3. Define
Rad2(HW,D) as:

Rad2(HW,D) =

O(RadD ̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η) (HW,D,1) + RadD
̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η) (HW,D,1) + RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα (HW,D,1) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα (HW,D,1))
(17)

Let D′
P = {(x, 0)|(x, y) ∈ Dtr \ Dclean} ∪ {(x, 1)|(x, y) ∈ Dclean}. Assume that with probability 1 − δ1, D′

P is linear
inseparable. Let the hypothesis spaces H,F ⊂ HW,D satisfy that hy(x) and fy(x) have Lipschitz constant L for any
h ∈ H , f ∈ F and any x, y. Assume that trigger P(x) satisfies the following three conditions for some ϵ, k > 0:
(t1) For any f ∈ F , we have fy(x+ P(x)) < ϵ,∀(x, y) ∼ DS ;
(t2) ||P(x1)− P(x2)||2 ≤ k for all x1, x2;
(t3) P(x) is the shortcut of the dataset D′

P with bound 2ϵ.
When the hypothesis space H−F = {hlp(x)−flp(x) ∈ Rm → R|f ∈ F, h ∈ H} is a simple feature recognition space with
constant c where c satisfies 1−2ϵ ≥ c(1−4ϵ)+k(c+4L) ≥ 2ϵ. Then with probability 1−δ1−δ− 4(1−η)

4(1−η)+Nη −
4η

4η+N(1−η) ,
for any h ∈ {h ∈ H|hy(x) > 1− ϵ,∀(x, y) ∈ DP } and any f ∈ {f ∈ F |fy(x) > 1− ϵ,∀(x, y) ∈ Dtr}, we have

Ex∼DS [|(f − h)lp(P(x))− (f − h)lp(x+ P(x))|]
≤ 2(1− c(1− 4ϵ) + k(c+ 4L)) + 2ϵ) + Rad2(HW,D) + 16

√
ln(1/δ)
Nα

.
(18)

It is easy to see that, when c close to 1 and k is small, such value is close to Õ(ϵ).
Remark E.5. Notice that (t1) is similar to (c1) in Theorem 4.5, which means the trigger is adversarial; (t2) is similar to (c2)
in Theorem 4.5, which means trigger should be similar for different samples. And when k tends to 0, c tends to 1, and N is
big enough, it holds that Ex∼DS [|(f − h)lp(P(x))− (f − h)lp(x+ P(x))|] tends to O(ϵ). Generally, we can consider that
the hypothesis space F only contains the network that performs well on distribution DS . Then, based on the transferability
of adversarial examples, condition (t1) can be established.

E.2. Prove Proposition E.4

We first prove the following more general proposition, where the hypothesis spaces are replaced with more general hypothesis
spaces, which will imply Proposition E.4.
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Proposition E.6. Use notation introduced in Theorem A.2. Let D′
P = {(x, 0)|(x, y) ∈ Dtr \ Dclean} ∪ {(x, 1)|(x, y) ∈

Dclean}. Assume that with probability 1 − δ1, D′
P is linear inseparable. Let the hypothesis spaces H = {h(x, y) :

Rn × [m] → [0, 1]} and F = {f(x, y) : Rn × [m] → [0, 1]} satisfy h(x, y1) + h(x, y2) ≥ 1, h(x, y1) + h(x, y2) ≥ 1,
h(x, y1) and f(x, y1) have Lipschitz constant L about x for any h ∈ H , f ∈ F , x ∈ Rn and y1 ̸= y2. Assume that trigger
P(x) satisfies the following three conditions for some ϵ, k > 0:
(t1) For any f ∈ F , we have f(x+ P(x), y) > 1− ϵ,∀(x, y) ∼ DS ;
(t2)||P(x1)− P(x2)||2 ≤ k for all x1, x2 ∈ Rn;
(t3) P(x) is the shortcut of the dataset D′

P with bound 2ϵ.
When the hypothesis space F − H = {gf,h(x) = f(x, lp) − h(x, lp) ∈ Rm → R|f ∈ F, h ∈ H} is a simple feature
recognition space with constant c where c satisfies 1 − 2ϵ ≥ c(1 − 4ϵ) − (c + 4L)k ≥ 2ϵ. Then with probability
1− δ1 − δ − 4(1−η)

4(1−η)+Nη − 4η
4η+N(1−η) , for any h ∈ {h ∈ H|h(x, y) < ϵ, ∀(x, y) ∈ DP } and any f ∈ {f ∈ F |f(x, y) <

ϵ, ∀(x, y) ∈ Dtr}, we have

Ex∼DS [|(f − h)(P(x), lp)− (f − h)(x+ P(x), lp)|]
≤ 2(1− c(1− 4ϵ) + (c+ 4L)k + 2ϵ) + Rad(H,F ) + 16

√
ln(1/δ)
Nα

.
(19)

Here Rad(H,F ) is a value depending on the Rademacher complexity of H and F , and the specific value of it is explained
in the following proof.

Proof. Let D(P) be the distribution of P(x) where x ∼ D, and D(P + x) be the distribution of x+ P(x) where x ∼ D.
We define gf,h(x) = f(x, lp)− h(x, lp).

Next, under “D′
P is linear inseparable”, we will prove the inequality (19) with probability 1− δ− 4(1−η)

4(1−η)+Nη − 4η
4η+N(1−η) ,

which will directly lead to the conclusion of the proposition.

To prove this, we just used the following three results:

Result one: If h(x, y) < ϵ for any x ∈ DP and f(x, y) < ϵ for any x ∈ Dtr, then we have |gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(P(x) +
x)| ≤ 1 − c(1 − 4ε) + (c + 4L)k for any (x, y) ∈ Dtr \ Dclean and |gf,h(P(x)) − gf,h(P(x) + x)| ≤ 1 + 2ϵ − c(1 −
4ε) + (c+ 4L)k for any (x, y) ∈ Dclean.

It is easy to see that when h(x, y) < ϵ for any x ∈ DP and f(x, y) < ϵ for any x ∈ Dtr, we have |f(x, lp)− h(x, lp)| ≤
2ϵ,∀(x, y) ∈ Dclean, where we use h(x, y1) + h(x, y2) ≥ 1 and f(x, y1) + f(x, y2) ≥ 1 for any y1 ̸= y2. Since
f(x + P(x), y) > 1 − ϵ for any x ∈ Dtr, so −h(x, lp) + f(x, lp) ≥ 1 − 2ϵ,∀(x, y) ∈ Dpoi. Then we get gf,h(x) ≥
1− 2ϵ, ∀(x, y) ∈ Dpoi and |gf,h(x)| ≤ 2ϵ,∀(x, y) ∈ Dclean.

Because F−H is a Simple Features recognition space, with conditions (t2) and (t3), we know that gf,h(P(x)) ≥ c(1−4ϵ−k)
and gf,h(x+ P(x))− gf,h(x) ≥ c(1− 4ϵ− k) for all x ∈ Dtr \ Dclean.

Considering that h(x, lp) and f(x, lp) have Lipschitz constant L, and by condition (t2), we have ||P(x1)−P(x2)||2 ≤ k
for all (x1, y1), (x2, y2) ∈ D′

P . Then we have gf,h(P(x)) ≥ c(1 − 4ϵ) − (c + 4L)k and gf,h(x + P(x)) − gf,h(x) ≥
c(1− 4ε)− (c+ 4L)k for all x ∈ Dtr.

Using the above result, when x ∈ Dtr\Dclean, we have 1 ≥ gf,h(x+P(x)) ≥ 1−2ϵ and gf,h(P(x)) ≥ c(1−4ε)−(c+4L)k,
and considering that |a − b| ≤ max{|1 − a|, |1 − b|} when a, b ∈ [−1, 1], we have |gf,h(P(x)) − gf,h(P(x) + x)| ≤
max{1− c(1− 4ε) + (c+ 4L)k, 2ϵ} = 1− c(1− 4ε) + (c+ 4L)k, by 1− c(1− 4ε) + (c+ 4L)k − 2ϵ ≥ 0.

Then, when x ∈ Dclean, we have 1 ≥ gf,h(x+P(x)) ≥ gf,h(x)+c(1−4ε)−(c+4L)k ≥ c(1−4ε)−(c+4L)k−2ε > 0,
so considering that gf,h(P(x)) ≥ c(1−4ε)−(c+4L)k, we have |gf,h(P(x))−gf,h(P(x)+x)| ≤ max{1−gf,h(P(x)), 1−
gf,h(x+ P(x))} ≤ 1− c(1− 4ε) + (c+ 4L)k + 2ε. So we get result one.

Result Two: With probability 1 − 2 4(1−η)
4(1−η)+Nη − 2δ, we have E

x∼D
lp
S
|gf,h(P(x)) − gf,h(P(x) + x)| ≤ 2(1 − c(1 −

4ϵ) + (c+ 4L)k) +R1(H,F ) + 8
√

ln(1/δ)
Nηα , where Rad1(H,F ) is a value of the Rademacher complexity of H and F .

By Result one, we can use
∑

(x,y)∈Dtr\Dclean
|gf,h(P(x))−gf,h(P(x)+x)| to estimate E

x∼D
lp
S
[|gf,h(P(x))−gf,h(P(x)+

x)|].
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First, use Theorem A.1 and similar to the proof of Theorem A.2, with probability 1− 4(1−η)
4(1−η)+Nη − δ, we have

E
x∼D

lp
S
[gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(P(x) + x)] ≤ 1− c(1− 4ϵ) + (c+ 4L)k+

2(RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (F ) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (F )) + 4
√

ln(1/δ)
Nηα .

Notice that, we use RadD
k (H1) + RadD

k (H2) ≥ RadD
k (H1 −H2) for any hypothesis space H1, H2 and k ≥ 0, distribution

D here.

Second, similar as before, with probability 1− 4(1−η)
4(1−η)+Nη − δ, we have

E
x∼D

lp
S
[−gf,h(P(x)) + gf,h(P(x) + x)] ≤ 1− c(1− 4ϵ) + (c+ 4L)k+

2(RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (F ) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (F )) + 4
√

ln(1/δ)
Nηα .

Adding these two equations, we get the result, where

Rad1(H,F ) = 4(RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (P)

Nηα/2 (F ) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (H) + RadD
lp
S (x+P)

Nηα/2 (F )).

Result Three: With probability 1− 2 4(1−η)
4(1−η)+Nη − 2δ, we have E

x∼D ̸=lp
S

|g(P(x))− g(P(x) + x)| ≤ 2(1− c(1− 4ϵ) +

(c+ 4L)k+ 2ε) + Rad2(H,F ) + 8
√

ln(1/δ)
N(1−η) , where Rad2(H,F ) is a value of the Rademacher complexity of H and F .

By Result one, we can use
∑

(x,y)∈Dclean
|gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(P(x) + x)| to estimate E

x∼D ̸=lp
S

[|gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(P(x) +

x)|].

First, using Theorem A.1 and similar as in proof of Theorem 4.1, with probability 1− 4η
4η+N(1−η) − δ, we have

E
x∼D ̸=lp

S

[gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(P(x) + x)] ≤ 1 + 2ε− (c(1− 4ϵ)− (c+ 4L)k)+

2(RadD
̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η)/2(H) + RadD
̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η)/2(F ) + RadD ̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (H) + RadD
̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (F )) + 4
√

ln(1/δ)
N(1−η)

and then, similar as above, with probability 1− 4η
4η+N(1−η) − δ, we have

E
x∼D ̸=lp

S

[−gf,h(P(x)) + gf,h(P(x) + x)] ≤ 1 + 2ε− (c(1− 4ϵ)− (c+ 4L)k)+

2(RadD ̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η)/2(H) + RadD ̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η)/2(F ) + RadD ̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (H) + RadD ̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (F )) + 4
√

ln(1/δ)
N(1−η) .

Adding them, we get the result, and Rad2(H,F ) = 4(Rad
D ̸=lp

S (P)

N(1−η)/2(H) + RadD
̸=lp
S (P)

N(1−η)/2(F ) + RadD ̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (H) +

RadD ̸=lp
S (x+P)

N(1−η)/2 (F )).

Summarize: Finally, considering that

Ex∼DS [|(f − h)(P(x), lp)− (f − h)(x+ P(x), lp)|]
= (1− η)E

x∼D ̸=lp
S

[|(f − h)(P(x), lp)− (f − h)(x+ P(x), lp)|]
+ηE

x∼Dlp
S
[|(f − h)(P(x), lp)− (f − h)(x+ P(x), lp)|]

= (1− η)E
x∼D ̸=lp

S

[|gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(x+ P(x))|] + ηE
x∼Dlp

S
[|gf,h(P(x))− gf,h(x+ P(x))|]

(20)

by using Result two and three in equation (20), defining Rad(H,F ) = Rad1(H,F ) + Rad2(H,F ) and using η < 1, we get
the result.

Now, we use Proposition E.6 to prove the Proposition E.4:

Proof. For H in Proposition E.4, we define a new hypothesis space H1 = {h1(x, y) = 1− hy(x)∥h ∈ H}. Similarly, we
define F1.
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We show that H1 and F1 satisfy the conditions in Proposition E.6:

(1): It is easy to see that for any h1 ∈ H1, we have h1(x, y1) + h1(x, y2) = 2− (hy1
(x) + hy2

(x)) ≥ 1, and similar for F1.
1− hy(x) and hy(x) have the same Lipschitz constant.

(2): Condition (1) in Proposition E.6 stands for F1. By condition (t1) in Proposition E.4 and F1(x, y) = 1− fy(x), we can
prove this.

(3): Condition (2) in Proposition E.6 and condition (t2) in E.4 are the same; condition (3) in Proposition E.6 and condition
(t3) in E.4 are the same.

So, h1 and F1 satisfy the conditions in Proposition E.6. We now use the proposition for h1 and F1. Considering that
h1(x, y)− F1(x, y) = fy(x)− hy(x), so we have

Ex∼DS [|(f − h)lp(P(x))− (f − h)lp(x+ P(x))|]
≤ 2(1− c(1− 4ϵ) + k(c+ 4L)) + 2ϵ) + Rad(H1, F1) + 16

√
ln(1/δ)
Nα .

Rad(H1, F1) is the value of Radermacher complexity of H1 and F1, mentioned in Proposition E.6. For such a Rademacher
complexity, using Lemma D.5 and RadD

M (H) ≤ N
MRadDN (H) for any M < N , distribution D and hypothesis space H , we

have
Ex∼DS [|(f − h)lp(P(x))− (f − h)lp(x+ P(x))|]

≤ 2(1− c(1− 4ϵ) + (c+ 4L)k + 2ϵ) + Rad2(HW,D) + 16
√

ln(1/δ)
Nα

= 2(1− c+ (c+ 4L)k + (2 + 4c)ϵ) + Rad2(HW,D) + 16
√

ln(1/δ)
Nα .

Rad2 is defined in Definition E.4, and the proposition is proved.

E.3. Proof of Proposition E.3

Proof. We first show that L is a simple feature recognition space with constant 1.

If w satisfies w(x+ P(x)) ≥ 1− η1 for ∀(x, 0) ∈ D and wx ≤ η1 for ∀(x, 1) ∈ D, then we consider the linear function
wx− η1. Because we have wx ≤ η1 for ∀(x, 1) ∈ D, so wx− η1 ≤ 0 for ∀(x, 1) ∈ D. Because D is linearly inseparable,
and there must be a (x0, 0) ∈ D such that wx0 − η1 ≤ 0, but w(x0 +P(x0)) ≥ 1− η1. Thus, we have wP(x0) ≥ 1− 2η1.

Considering that ||P(x) − P(x0)||2 ≤ k for all (x, 0) ∈ D, we have wP(x) ≥ 1 − 2η1 − ||w||2||(P(x) − P(x0))||2 ≥
1−2η−k. Moreover, w(x1+P(x))−wx1 = wP(x), so as said above, when (x, 0) ∈ D we have w(x1+P(x))−wx1 ≥
1− 2η − k, which is what we want.

Second, we show that H is a simple feature recognition space with constant a.

Because f is an increasing function, similar as before, if h(l(x+ P(x))) ≥ 1− η1 for ∀(x, 0) ∈ D and h(l(x)) ≤ η1 for
∀(x, 1) ∈ D, then we have h(l(x0)) − η1 ≤ 0 for some (x0, 0) ∈ D. As a consequence, we have 1 − 2η1 ≤ h(l(x0 +
P(x0)))− h(l(x0)) ≤ l(x0 + P(x0))− l(x0) by f ′(x) ≤ 1. Because l(x) ∈ L, let l(x) = wx, so wP(x0) ≥ (1− 2η1),
and considering that h(0) = 0, we have h(wP(x0)) ≥ a(1− 2η1).

Then, similar to Step one, we can get wP(x) ≥ 1− 2η1 − k. As a consequence, h(l(x)) = h(wP(x)) ≥ a(1− 2η1 − k),
and h(l(x1 + P(x0)))− h(l(x1)) ≥ a(w(x1 + P(x0))− w(x1)) = awP(x0) ≥ a(1− 2η1 − k), so we get the result.

F. More Details on the Experiments
F.1. The Experiment Setting

We want to perform experiments in more practical settings:

1: The attacker only accesses part of the training set, so we only use a portion of the training set data in the process of
generating triggers.

2: The attacker cannot control the training process of the victim network, so we use standard training models for the victim
network.
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3: The attacker does not know the structure of the victim network and does not have great computing power, so we only use
smaller networks independent of the victim network in the process of generating triggers.

In previous backdoor attacks, some of these conditions have not been assumed. For example, attackers are assumed to be
able to access the entire network training set (Gao et al., 2023); attackers know the structure of the network (Zeng et al.,
2022); attackers can control the training process (Gu et al., 2017); and attackers have some additional information (Ning
et al., 2021).

We use networks VGG16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), ResNet18, WRN34-10 (He et al., 2016) and datasets CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009), SVHN, and TinyImagenet with 100 classes (Le & Yang, 2015). When we train victim
network, we use SGD, we have 150 epochs in the training, the learning rate is 0.01, and reduce to 80% at 40-th,80-th, 120-th
epochs, use weight decay 10−4, momentum 0.9, each data in the training set will flip or randomly crop before inputting
network in the training.

We will use Algorithm 1 to find the trigger P(x), and the basic settings of Algorithm 1 are as follows. We randomly choose
50% samples from the original training set to be T .

We choose F1 as VGG9 for dataset CIFAR-10 (VGG16 for CIFAR100 or SVHN, Resnet34 for TinyImageNet), use
adversarial training with PGD-10 and L∞ norm budget 8/255 for dataset CIFAR-10 or SVHN (4/255 for CIFAR-100 and
TinyImageNet) to train F1. There are 200 epochs in the adversarial training, learning rate is 0.01, and reduce by half at
100-th and 150-th epochs; use weight decay 10−4, momentum 0.9; each data in the training set will flip or randomly crop
after doing PGD-10.

We choose F2 to be a two layer network (structure is shown below). There are 40 epochs in the training of F2; learning rate
is 0.01; use weight decay 10−4, momentum 0.9; each data in the training set will flip or randomly crop before inputting F2.
The budget of poison is L∞ norm 8/255 to 32/255.

Once we obtain the trigger P(x), we will randomly select some samples with label lp in the training set and add the trigger
to them. Then, we will train the network by using the poisoned training set and measure the accuracy and the attack success
rate on the test set.

Running Time We do our experiments on Pytorch and GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090. Under the above experimental
setup, the time required for the experiment is shown in Table 7. It can be seen that most of the time is spent on adversarial
training of the network F1.

Table 7. Training time (in minutes). Gp100 means generate poison for 100 samples by using F1 and F2.
dataset F1 F2 victim F Gp100
CIFAR-10 400 30 120 2
CIFAR-100 600 30 140 3
SVHN 1000 35 160 3
TinyImageNet 1600 48 250 4

Reasons for F1. F1 is a network which is used to create adversarial noise, and is trained on a small clean dataset. We
hope to conduct the experiment under the premise “Attacker does not about victim network,” so we avoid using a network
with the same structure as victim network in the process of producing poison. On the other hand, we also hope to do the
experiment under premise “Attacker does not have great computing power,” so we try to use a smaller network to generate
the poison as much as possible.

The structure of F2.

The first layer: with Channel 64 and 3× 3 convolution, padding=1, do Relu and Maxpooling.

The second layer: shape to 16384(= 64 ∗ 16 ∗ 16) dim vector (65536(= 64 ∗ 32 ∗ 32) for TinyImageNet), and do fully
connected layer, and output a 2-dim vector.

Reasons for F2. F2 is a network that is used to create shortcuts, and such shortcuts are used to make the clean and poison
dataset linear separable, and F2 is trained by Min-Min method. Generally speaking, if the data is not too complex, the
structure of this network does not need to be particularly large, a two layer network is enough to create short cut.

We do not choose F2 to be a linear function, because we always use data enhancement in the training, consider that making
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the enhanced data linearly separable is very difficult, so we let F2 to be a two-layer network.

About PGD.

PGD-N means using PGD with N steps, and 1/255 (2/255, 3/255, 4/255) attacking rate to get adversarial with budget
8/255 (16/255, 24/255, 32/255).

F.2. More Experimental Result

Table 8 is the supplement of Tables 1 and 2, which is the result on CIFAR10 under backdoor attacks with various settings.

Table 8. Baseline evaluations on CIFAR-10. Poison model Accuracy (A), poison model target label accuracy (At), and attack success rate
(ASR).

Poison budget: 0.6% 1% 2% 0.6% 1% 2%
VGG16

Bound: 8/255 16/255
A 91% 91% 93% 92% 91% 91%
At 92% 92% 90% 92% 91% 90%

ASR 13% 48% 51% 82% 91% 94%
Bound: 24/255 32/255

A 91% 90% 91% 90% 92% 91%
At 92% 91% 92% 92% 89% 90%

ASR 97% 99% 99% 99% 99% 99%
ResNet18

Bound: 8/255 16/255
A 93% 92% 90% 93% 91% 93%
At 92% 92% 93% 93% 93% 92%

ASR 14% 33% 47% 86% 93% 94%
Budget: 24/255 32/255

A 92% 92% 91% 92% 92% 90%
At 92% 92% 91% 91% 92% 90%

ASR 96% 99% 99% 98% 99% 99%

Table 9 is the supplement of Table 3, which is the result on some datasets under backdoor attacks with various budgets.

Table 9. Accuracy(A) and attack success rate (ASR) on CIFAR-100, SVHN and TinyImageNet, target label 0.
CIFAR-100

Budget: 8/255 16/255 32/255
poison rate: 0.6% 0.8% 0.6% 0.8% 0.6% 0.8%

A 71% 73% 73% 72% 72% 71%
ASR 4% 14% 85% 92% 99% 99%

SVHN
Budget: 8/255 16/255 32/255

poison rate: 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2%
A 93% 93% 93% 92% 93% 91%

ASR 16% 22% 63% 79% 90% 99%
TinyImageNet

Budget: 8/255 16/255 32/255
poison rate: 0.6% 0.8% 0.6% 0.8% 0.6% 0.8%

A 61% 62% 60% 60% 59% 60%
ASR 2% 9% 61% 82% 99% 99%

Tables 10 and 11 follow Table 4, and more comparison is shown in it.
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Table 10. Benchmark results of attack success rate on CIFAR-10 with VGG16 and ResNet18. Comparison of our method to popular
clean-label attacks. Poison ratio is 1% and perturbation have different l∞-norm bound from 8/255 to 32/255.

Victim VGG16 ResNet18
Budget: 8

255
16
255

32
255

8
255

16
255

32
255

Ours 48% 91% 99% 33% 93% 99%
Clean Label 18% 44% 84% 12% 22% 80%

Invisible Poison 23% 71% 99% 24% 73% 98%
Hidden Trigger 36% 80% 99% 26% 75% 99%

Narcissu 20% 60% 92% 16% 50% 92%
Image-specific 22% 68% 94% 18% 70% 95%

Reflection 26% 68% 99% 20% 54% 99%
Sleeper-Agent 20% 61% 97% 29 % 70% 99%

Table 11. Benchmark results of attack success rate on TinyImagenet with network WRN34-10. Comparison of our method to popular
clean-label attacks. Poison ratio is 0.8% and budget is l∞-norm bound 16/255. You can see that our results are very outstanding.

Attack methods ASR
Ours 82%

Clean Label 4%
Invisible Poison 27%
Hidden Trigger 44%

Narcissu 2%
Image-specific 8%

Reflection 11%
Sleeper-Agent 4%

F.3. Detail of each Attack

This section shows the experiment settings of the attack methods in Section 6.3. For all attacks, we basically follow the
algorithm in the original paper for experimentation, but they have some different settings from ours in creating poison and
backdoor, which need to be slightly modified according to our experimental settings.

Ensure Invisible. These attacks design the poison added to the training set as invisible (i.e. ensure the L∞ norm not more
than 8/255, 16/255 or 32/255), but some attack methods will design the trigger as a patch, which has no norm limitation,
as shown in Figure 4. This is unfair for the attacks that design triggers as invisible. For greater fairness, we require that
triggers must also be invisible (i.e. bound by the L∞ norm) for all attacks, and as compensation, triggers can be added to the
whole image rather than a patch. If the trigger of an attack method exceeds the norm limit, we use the following method to
compress its trigger within the norm of the limitation: x is a sample, t(x) is the trigger of x without norm constraint, ϵ is the
norm limitation. We will compress t(x) to a trigger twn(x) satisfying ||twn(x)|| ≤ ϵ as:

twn(x) = argmin||t||<ϵ||F (x+ t)− F (x+ t(x))||

where F is a feature extraction network which has nine convolution hidden layers.

Figure 4. When trigger is a patch without norm limitation, it is not invisible. This figure is from (Souri et al., 2022).
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Cost of Attack. For the sake of fairness, we try to ensure that all attack methods use networks with similar scale in the
process of generating poison and trigger(VGG9 for Cifar10 and ResNet34 for TinyImagenet). Details about these attack
methods are as follows.

(Clean Label): Use PGD-40 to find adversarial of a VGG9, which is trained on the clean training set.

(Invisible Poison): The auto-encoder architecture has the structure described in paper (Ning et al., 2021). The original
trigger is a disturbance with L0 norm 100 to the lower left part of the image.

(Hidden Trigger): The original trigger is a patch that disturbs 100 pixels to the lower left part of the image. Use a VGG9 to
be a feature extractor in creating the poison of the training set.

(Narcissu): Use a VGG9 as the surrogate network.

(Image-specific): A U-net with depth 18 has been taken as Trigger Generator.

(Reflection): Select an image and use its reflection as a trigger, adding the reflection to image through convolution.

(Sleeper-agent): The original trigger is a patch that disturbs 100 pixels to the lower left part of the image. Use a V GG9 to
be the proxy network in creating poison.

F.4. Strengthen Attack

We try to strengthen our attack method to bypass the defense by using the following methods.

Bypass (AT): Use the method (Fu et al., 2020)(min-min-max method, which can create the shortcut for adversarial learning)
to train F2, and F2 expands to VGG9.

Bypass (Data Augmentation): Use strong data enhancement in the training process F1 and F2 in algorithm 1, and F2

expands to VGG9.

Bypass (DPSGD): Use DPSGD in the training process F1 and F2 in Algorithm 1;

Bypass (Frequency Filter): Using the method in (Dabouei et al., 2020) to control frequency domain of poison, making
poison low frequency.

F.5. Some Others Attacks

The transferability of attacks.

Please note that we do experiment under the setting ‘the attacker does not know the structure of the victim network’ as said
in the experimental setup in Appendix F.1. So, all surrogate networks we used during creating trigger will not change based
on the victim network, only change based on the dataset. What is mentioned above is reflected in the experimental setup in
Appendix F.1. So the triggers which we used in table 1 for ResNet18, VGG16 and WRN are the same, then table 1 naturally
implies the transferability of our trigger between different networks are good.

But the drawback of our trigger is that it cannot be transferred between different datasets, for example, the trigger created
for CIFAR-10 can not be used on CIFAR-100.

Weather Victim Network learns the trigger feature? We will continue the experiment in Table 1 and consider two
special sets: Dop = {(P(x), 0)|(x, y) ∈ Dtest} and Dop1 = {(0.5 + P(x), 0)|(x, y) ∈ Dtest}, where Dtest is the test set
of CIFAR-10, and 0.5+P(x) represents each weight of P(x) plus 0.5. These are the sets of poisons. We tested the accuracy
of the victim network on them to measure whether the network has learned noise features, and the result is given in Table 12.

Table 12. Accuracies on Dop and Dop1 for ResNet18 (R) and VGG16 (V). PN is the number of poisoned samples.
Budget: 8/255 16/255
PN: 0.6% 1% 2% 0.6% 1% 2%
V, Dop 84% 95% 98% 100% 100% 100%
R, Dop 80% 92% 98% 99% 100% 100%
V, Dop1 94% 98% 99% 100% 100% 100%
R, Dop1 93% 98% 98% 99% 100% 100%
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The victim network has a very high accuracy for the poisoned sets Dop and Dop1, even with the budget 8/255, which means
the victim network has learned the trigger feature. However, the data in Table 1 are not as good as those in Table 12, because
when the input contains both original features and poison features, each of them will affect the output of the network and the
final result is decided by them together. Therefore, when the network learns the original features well, it is also necessary to
increase the scale of poison, and this is why under the premise of budget 8/255, the effect does not appear to be good in
Table 1. So, we can reach the result: Victim network is very sensitive to poison features and uses them for classification.
But the victim network still focuses on original image features, and it will make a choice on the stronger side of these two
features.

F.6. More Detail for Section 6.5

The construction details of the poison in Section 6.5 are as follows.

(RN(L∞ budget)): P(x) is random noise with L∞ budget 16/255 or 32/255. The method for random selection of noise is:
each pixel of noise is i.i.d. obeying the Bernoulli distribution in {−16/255, 16/255} or {−32/255, 32/255}. Please note
that a noise vector is selected as trigger for all samples, but not each sample selects a noise as trigger.

(RN(L0 budget)) P(x) is random noise with L0 budget 200 or 300. The method for generating noise is: Randomly select
200 or 300 pixels and change their values to 0. Please note that the position of each pixels that becomes 0 in each image is
the same, but not each sample random selects some pixel to become 0.

(UA) P(x) is universal adversarial disturbance with L∞ budget 16/255 and 32/255, we use the method (Moosavi-Dezfooli
et al., 2017) to find universal adversarial disturbance of a trained VGG9 (training method is as same as F1 as mentioned in
Section F.1).

(Adv) P(x) is adversarial disturbance with L∞ budgets 16/255 and 32/255. We use PGD-40 to find adversarial disturbance
of a trained VGG9 (training method is as same as F1 as mentioned in Section F.1).

(SCut) P(x) is shortcut noise with L∞ budgets 16/255 and 32/255. The method for generating shortcut noise is Min-Min
method (Huang et al., 2021), using a 2-depth neural network to find shortcut.

(Ours): Following Algorithm 1 and Section F.1.

The result on VGG is in the following table 13.

Table 13. The supplement of Tabel 6. The value of Vadv and Vsc, and Accuracy (A) and attack success rate (ASR) on the test set. Use 12
different triggers.

Poison Type Vadv(↑) Vsc(↓) ASR(↑) A
RN L∞, 16/255 2.72 0.014 16% 91%
RN L∞, 32/255 6.31 10−4 98% 90%
RN L0, 200 4.64 0.004 76% 91%
RN L0, 300 6.20 0.003 92% 90%
UA 16/255 3.19 0.002 63% 91%
UA 32/255 17.92 10−4 93% 90%
Adv 16/255 9.77 1.27 44% 90%
Adv 32/255 18.63 0.35 84% 90%
SCut 16/255 1.21 10−4 33% 91%
SCut 32/255 4.02 10−5 91% 90%
Ours 16/255 7.21 0.001 91% 90%
Ours 32/255 15.95 10−4 99% 92%

F.7. Verify Theorem 4.1

In this section, we use experiments to verify Theorem 4.1.

We will show that: when P(x) is fixed, the poison rate will affect accuracy.

We use dataset CIFAR-10, network ResNet18, target label 0, and poison 1000, 2000, 3000 or 4000 randomly selected
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images with label 0. We use the follow trigger P(x) to test our conclusion.

(PN): P(x) is random noise with L∞ budget 8/255, 16/255 and 32/255. The method for random select noise is: each pixel
of noise is i.i.d. obeying the Bernoulli distribution in {−8/255, 8/255} or {−16/255, 16/255} or {−32/255, 32/255}.

(MI): Mixed image poisoning method. x + P(x) is calculated as: randomly find an x1 without label 0, and make
x+ P(x) = (1− λ)x+ λx1, where λ = 0.05, 0.15, 0.25.

(Ours): P(x) is generated by Algorithm 1 with budgets 8/255, 16/255 or 32/255.

The following table shows the accuracy and accuracy of the image with label 0.

Table 14. Accuracy (A) and accuracy of image with label 0(At) on the test set. The ones in parentheses are At. Use nine different
triggers.

1000 2000 3000 4000
PN, 8/255: 92(91)% 92(91)% 91(90)% 90(88)%
PN, 16/255: 91(92)% 91(91)% 90(90)% 90(88)%
PN, 32/255: 91(92)% 90(89)% 89(89)% 89(87)%
MI:λ = 0.05 92(91)% 91(91)% 92(90)% 90(89)%
MI:λ = 0.15 91(92)% 90(91)% 90(90)% 89(89)%
MI:λ = 0.25 92(90)% 91(90)% 89(89)% 88(87)%
Ours, 8/255 92(93)% 91(92)% 91(91)% 90(89)%
Ours, 16/255 92(92)% 90(91)% 90(89)% 89(88)%
Ours, 32/255 90(90)% 91(90)% 90(89)% 90(88)%

We can see that the higher the poison rate, the greater the impact on accuracy. However, the degree of decline is not
significant: for more than 3,000 poisoned samples, the accuacy just decreases 4%. This is because the poison budget is
controlled to be small.
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